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Preface

A New Perspective: Global Indigenous Health Research

The goal of this book is to offer a glimpse into the world of Global Health Research through an Indigenous Peoples population lens. This is important because Indigenous Peoples worldwide are among the poorest of the poor. Consequently, Indigenous lives are often reduced with fewer opportunities to achieve optimal health and well-being. This is reflected in consequent gender differences and disparities seen at each life stage. However, this is only part of the story. In the face of tremendous threats to health and well-being, Indigenous Peoples consistently demonstrate tenacity and resilience, often enduring conditions which would severely challenge their dominant counterparts in society.

In the papers and research investigations described here, you will read about how researchers and communities are engaged in partnerships to understand the exceedingly complex and sensitive health concerns. The companion DVD will allow you to hear and see the presenters explaining how their work challenges the status quo and aims to improve health.

The health issues of Indigenous communities are difficult to solve as they are often embedded in a colonial history of dominance and oppression. Expanding political economies of settler societies often excluded and displaced Indigenous communities in seeking opportunities for economic development. The collision of cultural differences often neglected to understand or respect Indigenous ways of knowing in health and the diversity of factors that held promise for improvements.

Efforts to advance our knowledge in Indigenous population and public health now seek to engage communities as full partners. Such alliances will likely lead to improvements in individual and community health if researchers and their community partners use knowledge gained for strategic action. In other words, translating knowledge into action through policy, strategy and new funding for programs is critical to realizing the health dividends accrued from investments in the health research enterprise.

Herein lies the core element of the Canadian Coalition for Global Health Research’s (CCGHR) Summer Institute, to quote from the website:

“In January 2004, two Task Groups of the CCGHR - the Research Into Action and Capacity Building - committed themselves to holding a Summer Institute. Since then the Summer Institutes have become an annual event. Each year, a Summer Institute is hosted in Canada or in a Low- or Middle-income country and brings together new and experienced global health researchers to strengthen partnerships, build capacity in translating research into action, and to nurture the next generation of global health researchers. Participants come in pairs who are working on their own research projects including a new researcher from Canada and a new researcher from a Low- or Middle-income country.

While each Summer Institute is unique, all of the Summer Institutes are problem based and interactive. The format is based on the principle that the best ways to promote learning are to connect people with a range of individuals with diverse experiences and from different disciplinary backgrounds, and to provide opportunities for participants to spend time with their research partners to apply what they had learnt to their own research projects. To date, the Summer Institutes have been a success.” (CCGHR, 2009)
The 5th Summer Institute (SI-5) was held at the Quw’utsun’ Cultural and Conference Centre, Cowichan Valley of Vancouver Island, British Columbia, Canada on July 16-23, 2008. Following the Institute, the University of Victoria Centre for Aboriginal Health Research held the Global Indigenous Health Research Symposium on July 23, 2008. This book integrates the research of experienced global Indigenous health researchers with that of new global Indigenous health researchers. The book contains papers based on presentations made at the symposium and abstracts from the new global Indigenous health research trainees.

In 2005, the CCGHR initiated a Task Group on Global Indigenous Health Research. For those readers less familiar with the Indigenous Peoples focus on global health research, the CCGHR was funded by the Canadian Institutes of Health Research Institute of Aboriginal Peoples’ Health to commission background papers on Global Indigenous Health Research. These papers titled: Global Activities, Partnerships and Resources for Global Indigenous Health Research (Madriaga-Vignudo, Bartlett, & O’Neil, 2006); Identifying Indigenous Peoples for Health Research in a Global Context: A Review of Perspectives and Challenges (Bartlett, Madriaga-Vignudo, O’Neil, & Kuhnlein, 2007); as well as the Integrated Work Plan July 2006-July 2007 Focus on Indigenous Health (Kishk Anaquot Health Research, 2006) can be found on the CCGHR website.

In conclusion, I invite you to read the papers and research abstracts. Listen to and observe the researchers as they present their stories in passionate presentations and become involved in the Indigenous Peoples struggle to improve their health and living conditions through an advanced knowledge agenda that sees Indigenous Health as a global issue.

Jeff Reading, MSc, PhD, FCAHS
Director, Centre for Aboriginal Health Research
Faculty of Human and Social Development
University of Victoria
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Plenary Session Papers
Bridging Indigenous and Global Health

Nancy Edwards, RN, PhD

Introduction

I am a novice in this new role as Scientific Director and still very much at the stage of learning the ropes and hearing the issues. So I was very pleased to be invited to this symposium as it provides a terrific opportunity for me to learn from you.

I believe that research is a tool for change. There is very important work that has been undertaken since the Canadian Institute for Health Research’s (CIHR) establishment. Critical directions have been set. In particular, several initiatives have brought together the work of interdisciplinary teams of researchers in Indigenous and global health. Some of you have been part of those initiatives. My predecessor, John Frank, was a champion for global health research. Both the early CIHR call for research in global health and the more recent Teasdale-Corti Global Health Research Program identified Canadian teams working in partnership with international colleagues on Indigenous health issues. Jeff Reading has led various initiatives that resulted in memoranda of understanding among countries to address Indigenous health issues, the adoption of ethics guidelines for research with Aboriginal communities, and this year’s Global Health Research summer institute with its focus on Aboriginal health.

There is a strong case to be made for a joint Indigenous and global health agenda as we inch towards the millennium development goals in this second UN decade of Indigenous people. Today I will offer some early reflections on bridging the work in Indigenous and global health and infusing some of these approaches into population health research. In particular, I will identify some lessons that I think the Institute of Population and Public Health might learn from the fields of global and Indigenous research.

Bridging

What do I mean by bridging? It involves bringing together the insights gained from these two fields of research, thereby creating the potential for new knowledge and its application. This bridging is eased by the convergence of values, goals and methods that characterize research efforts in the areas of Indigenous and global health. Among these are:

- An explicit aim to redress inequities, those inequalities that are unfair and unjust. A social justice orientation underlies the work.
- An intention to ensure that the ethical foundations for the work drive research partnerships, approaches and methods.
- A perspective that one source of knowledge is not dominant over another, but rather our efforts are to bring the best human know-how to complex problems; through genuine partnerships between researchers and community members, through a better understanding of how Indigenous knowledge and conventional scientific knowledge intersect.

I would like to address three issues, which highlight the commonalities and potential areas of convergence between Indigenous and global health. These concern deeply embedded determinants, policy structures that create social disadvantage and dominant sources of knowledge.
Deeply Embedded Determinants

As an increasing number of authors are describing, it is the causes of the causes that have to be addressed or as Nancy Kreiger writes, a distal determinant does not mean an unimportant determinant. Now as health researchers, we are often not very comfortable trying to address these distal determinants. They are deeply embedded, and they have historical roots. They make issues of attribution murky and troublesome. They lead us into methodologically challenging areas like ecological fallacies. Yet, it is my contention that this is where we have to head if we are truly going to address inequities. This is because long-standing structures of disadvantage are at play in creating inequities. So it follows, that if we are going to reduce inequities, we must tackle these determinants through our interventions. We must find a means to support capacity and research that moves beyond the quick fixes, and beyond interventions that exclusively tackle proximal determinants and lie within the purview of health professionals.

But there continues to be an abundance of research that tackles the proximal determinants. An intervention study to reduce childhood injuries in South Africa that was published in Injury Prevention is illustrative of the problem. But this is a negative example, how not to do it.

It is through venues such as this that we can begin to identify research projects that are trying to tackle more distal determinants, and learn how to co-construct interventions that might address them.

The urgency of the problems, the urgency of solutions and the need for governments to demonstrate that disparities are being reduced is unquestionable. Alongside this push however, has come a focus on vertically-oriented programs, programs that have clear accountability structures, stated goals that are necessarily confined to the disease condition that we are working to alleviate. But layer these vertical programs onto systems whose capacity is strained, where foreign aid dollars are creating a market place for health workers that encourages them to migrate not only to other countries but also to the private health care system, and you have the potential for increasing inequities.

As Gwatkin and others have reminded us, there is significant potential for higher income groups to benefit substantially more than lower income groups as a result of efforts to meet the Millennium Development Goals.

Tackling these distal determinants requires both multi-level and inter-sectoral action, that is both vertical and horizontal integration. As the World Health Organization (WHO) commission on determinants has pointed out, the key to multi-level action is coherence and this coherence is required to address inequities.

Policy Structures That Create Social Disadvantage

The next example is from the field of maternity care. For decades there have been efforts to try and reduce maternal mortality rates (MMR) by increasing the proportion of deliveries by health professionals. In lower income countries we have seen several rounds of this policy direction, dating back to the 1950s when the WHO made a strong push for all deliveries to be supported by skilled health professionals in health centres and hospitals. This led a number of countries to pass legislation making it illegal for traditional birth attendants to conduct a delivery. But, women continued to seek care where it was accessible, affordable and where the health provider was someone they trusted. The policy initiatives have largely failed. As shown in the next slide, a large segment of women living in lower income countries continue to give birth with Traditional Birth Attendants (TBA) who do not have formal
training. And if you are poor and you don’t have formal education, you are much more likely to be delivered without a skilled attendant.

Similarly, in Canada, there has long been a long-standing but unwritten “policy” that Aboriginal women living in remote communities should be flown out to a hospital when 36 weeks pregnant. From the perspective of the medical community, this relocates the women to a medically safe environment in case complications arise during labour and delivery. From the perspective of the Aboriginal community, this may create a socially vulnerable situation for the woman and her family.

What such policies overlook is where women want to deliver, who they want to have with them while they are in labour, what risks are created for the woman and her birth coach when policies require women to deliver outside of their community, and what these policies do to relationships between TBAs and health professionals and between women and their family members.

Comparative studies in the fields of Indigenous and global health may help us to better understand how policy structures are creating social disadvantage and how they may be modified to reduce inequities.

Dominant Sources of Knowledge

Many forces are at work in creating dominant and subservient forms of knowledge. And this issue is rife in both Indigenous and global health fields. Somehow, in the discourse around knowledge production and evidence we have narrowed the term “evidence” to mean that knowledge which is generated by scientists. In efforts to create awareness of evidence-based approaches to practice, programs and policy, we have sometimes managed to discount other types of knowledge inputs.

This has led to interesting tensions between mainstream scientific knowledge and Indigenous knowledge. First, knowledge is not viewed as real science until scientists in the knowledge production industry get involved. Second, our application of Indigenous knowledge is at times highly selective, it is valued when it meets our end goals but may be discarded as myth, legend or story-telling when it does not.

And through this dominance of “scientific” thinking we can miss the obvious. Melodie McGrath describes the relocation of the Inuit in the north. All manner of people were consulted except the Inuit themselves. They were the only ones who really understood how the nuances of their harsh land had to be understood if one was going to survive. We have made this mistake too many times. Consultations with Indigenous peoples have to be genuine and the real connections to the ecosystem, that have been passed down by generations and have resulted in survival (what better evidence than that) have to be recognized and understood.

I think there is another dimension of this issue that has not received much attention. This concerns what is considered 1st rate versus 2nd rate evidence.

It was in Bangladesh in the 1950s when resources were scarce and oral rehydration was used for cholera victims. The randomized controlled trials (RCT) were done and they were conclusive. Health Canada decided to introduce oral rehydration solution in the North in the late 1980s but the science was not deemed good enough and a RCT had to be repeated before this was introduced in hospitals in Canada. This example illustrates a tendency for those of us in Canada to view science arising from the lower income countries as either 2nd
rate or irrelevant for our high tech system. But perhaps it is resource poor areas where the most promising innovations for system change get introduced.

What Are the Lessons For Population Health?

These bridging examples provide several key lessons for population health:

- We must continue to expand our understanding of deep underlying determinants and the social structures that create disadvantage. However, the time has come to reconsider what interventions need to be put in place to address these underlying determinants, and to debate the contributions scientists might make to understanding whether and how these interventions work.

- The inequity agenda takes us well beyond our traditional vehicles for knowledge translation. Addressing deeply embedded determinants suggests the need for important linkages not only with government but also with civil society. It also brings into question science and advocacy roles, a topic that I think gets too little debate in our graduate programs.

- We need to create venues and forums to share research that arises from Indigenous and global health research and explicitly highlight its relevance for other populations. It is time to learn from these successes and make them more prominent. We need to reach out to the research and decision-maker audiences that are not already in the global health and Indigenous fold.

Challenges

In closing, this brings me to one challenge that I hope we will have some time to discuss during the day. In Canada, it seems to me that we have come to see global research as closely tied to an agenda of development aid and therefore when resources are scarce, there is a prevailing view that our dollars for scientific research should be used to address health problems in Canada. But I see global and Indigenous research as being highly relevant for our vexing issues in Canada. I welcome your suggestions on how we can strengthen the case for Indigenous and global health research, both because we are global citizens and because we have much to learn from the innovations in thinking that are coming from these critical fields of research.
Ethical Challenges of Intercultural Research

Susanna Rance, Ph.D. with Violeta Montellano Loredo

In this presentation I shall discuss some ethical challenges that can be posed by intercultural research. I am first going to mention some basic ethical principles used internationally to guide research with human subjects. Then I am going to discuss some definitions and uses of interculturalism. After that I will show you a creative application of some of these ideas by a Bolivian anthropologist, in research using photography. Finally, I am going to propose a method for using reflection and action to work on ethical issues throughout a research project.

Ethics and Politics of Research

When embarking on a study, researchers have particular agendas which may be influenced by personal, professional, academic or institutional goals. Pragmatic considerations come into play such as the finance available, the time allotted for the project, and the team to be involved. The concept we have of science will affect our ways of interacting with partners and research subjects, as will the status we give to their knowledge in relation to our own.

Following Joan Sieber’s definition, research politics have to do with the methods and strategies used to gain a position of power and control. This is a different approach from ethics, which involves the application of a system of moral principles to prevent harming or wronging others (Sieber, 1993).

Carolyn Fluehr-Lobban (1994) points out that anthropologists and sociologists are by no means exempt from the need to ensure informed consent. Social science made a late entry into the field of ethics protocols, which were first developed by the disciplines of medicine and psychology following the trauma of World War II crimes against human rights and integrity, in biomedical experimentation. Guidelines promoted by the World Health Organization (CIOMS, 2002) point out that research involving human subjects, requiring ethical precautionary measures, includes “studies concerning human health-related behaviour in a variety of circumstances and environments”.

Basic Ethical Principles for Research with Human Subjects

The guidelines drawn up by the Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences (CIOMS, 2002) set out some basic principles that coincide with other international ethical frameworks. These are:

- Respect for persons, incorporating attention to people’s autonomy, their self-determination, and protection for subjects in situations of vulnerability;
- Maximising the benefits of research and the welfare of those studied, and minimising harm; and
- Distributive justice, which means the equitable distribution of benefits and burdens of research, among the different parties involved in a study.
These principles provide a useful starting-point for working on ethics in research projects involving human subjects. There are, of course, different ways of interpreting and using them. A contextual or situated approach to ethics looks at their relevance case by case, rather than applying universal notions of autonomy, good, harm, and justice. All these concepts can be opened up to discussion from particular cultural standpoints.

Interculturality Debates

Regarding this last point, considering culture means going beyond the narrow framework of our research agenda, and opening up to a holistic understanding of interwoven dimensions of people’s life environments, social worlds, artifacts and practices. It implies exploring the meanings that research subjects give to their lives, rather than sticking with pre-conceived notions that we may have brought to field settings.

In intercultural research, we pay attention to the relations between people and groups whose cultures enter into contact, communication, conflict, or negotiation. As researchers-human beings among other human beings- we too are involved in these relations, from our own backgrounds and standpoints. Questions of gender, sexuality and generation, socio-economic status, different capacities, ethnicity and nationality, are all relevant to the way we see and name each other in research encounters, starting with the team implementing the study.

An intercultural approach is often proposed to promote understanding among peoples and social groups with different identities and practices. However, community dialogues are sometimes used not for a genuine two-way exchange, but as a basis for evaluating local knowledge and cultural practices against certain pre-determined standards of what is considered correct, innocuous or harmful. If this occurs there may be manipulation of groups studied, giving rise to reinforcement of inequality.

While bearing in mind these problems, with some Bolivian colleagues we have developed intercultural methods to work on our own positioning and ways of communicating with others in the field (Lal, 1996; Salinas Mulder, Rance, Serrate, & Castro Condori, 2000). These methods have ethical implications, and this is what I want to illustrate now with reference to a particular anthropological study.

Constructing Photographic Self/Representations

The study I am going to mention was carried out by Violeta Montellano Loredo (2008) for her Anthropology B.A. thesis at San Andrés Public University in La Paz, Bolivia. The study was about self-representation of healers, and therapeutic systems, in Quechua and Aymara communities of the highland municipality of Aucapata. Violeta started using photography in her ethnographic field work, as an amateur activity and as a way of giving something back to her research collaborators. She became interested in using the medium in an analytic rather than illustrative way, and this took her into the field of visual anthropology.

In the central image, you can see Violeta herself behind the camera lens. The small boy who appears below said it looked “like a gun”, making her think about the aggressivity of the photographic act. Another little girl, curious about the camera lens, said to Violeta: “Look at me with your eye”, as through the technology were an extension of the human gaze. These two incidents led Violeta to develop a different use of photography, in which the healers she studied could orchestrate their own self-presentations, bringing more of their subjectivity into the process. This has an effect on research ethics, especially in the dimensions of autonomy and distributive justice. The third image shown here, with blurring of the
children’s figures, was used by Violeta to question the notion of objectivity in photography: how far could it be said to represent “reality”?

This photograph below shows the subject’s face, since he participated fully in the staging and selection of the image and knew that it would be shown publicly.

Don Manuel Chuquimia, a traditional healer, asked Violeta to take photos of him in the Catholic church of the community of Yanahuaya. For Don Manuel, religious syncretism in his therapeutic practice was clearly acknowledged.

This was not so for the priest, who told Violeta he had no idea that Quechua healing rituals were drawing on Catholic saintly figures in the church.

On choosing photographs that he allowed to be included in Violeta’s thesis, Don Manuel selected this one, commenting to his wife who was present: “When I die it will still be there, see?”. In this way, he alluded to the value of immortality that was signified for him by the endurance of his image in the photo.

This image has to do with work done by Violeta on composite identities, following leads given to her by research collaborators. Rather than portraying himself only, or first and foremost as a traditional healer, Don Manuel Chuquimia asked Violeta to photograph him with his son, Don Próspero, in the field with their herd of sheep. In this way, the ethic of autonomous self-representation is extended still further, through construction of visual images of the subject’s different roles.

It is worth mentioning that some of the photographs that Violeta took could not be included in her thesis or in conference presentations. This was because the subjects concerned did not give their informed consent for the images to be made public. They feared spiritual harm, if people practising witchcraft obtained access to their soul by getting hold of the photo and even burning it. Violeta developed the notion of imaginary photos that could only be recounted in narrative form, and not visually presented.
Ethical Mapping

Through these examples, I have tried to show how ethical challenges in intercultural research can be worked on in practical ways. This kind of experimentation can actually generate new methods and approaches to social science. As researchers we are not moving on an abstract plane of high ideals, but in encounters with flesh-and-blood humans, among whom we exist and construct meanings. Through these measures we try to build new kinds of research relations, against the always-present backdrop of a long and extended history of inequality and abuse in science.

With an anthropologist colleague in Bolivia, Silvia Salinas Mulder, we created a proposal I illustrate here of Ethical Mapping, an exercise that can be done by researchers individually or in teams. It consists of anticipating and sketching out the path of a research project, thinking ahead to possible dilemmas or ethical problems; identifying alternative paths of action at certain points, each of which will have pros and cons; proactively deciding to implement one of the alternatives; and reflecting afterwards on the effects of the decision taken (Rance & Salinas Mulder, 2001). Cycles of anticipation, decision and action, and reflection are repeated at different moments in the project’s life.

In this way we attempt to go beyond the wall of post hoc lamentations, or always having to learn from our mistakes at others’ expense. There will inevitably be errors in research, and I agree with Daphne Patai when she asks: “Is Ethical Research Possible?”, and comes to a negative conclusion. Nevertheless, I also remember Patai’s advice, and this is what I end with here: “Ultimately we have to make up our minds whether our research is worth doing or not, and then determine how to go about it in ways that let it best serve our stated goals” (Patai, 1991).
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Mental Health Research in Africa: Lessons Learned

Ritsuko Kakuma, Philippa Bird, Mayeh Omar, Crick Lund, Alan Flisher and the MHaPP Research Programme Consortium

The Mental Health and Poverty Project

A research program is currently underway in Africa entitled “Mental Health and Poverty Project (MHaPP)” (August 2005 – July 2010) (Flisher, Lund, Funk, Banda, Bhana, & Doku, 2007). The purpose of this project is to develop and evaluate mental health policy in poor countries, in order to provide new knowledge regarding comprehensive multi-sectoral approaches to breaking the negative cycle of poverty and mental ill-health at the national, provincial, and district levels. The project involves a situational analysis of existing mental health policies in four countries (Ghana, South Africa, Uganda, and Zambia). The results are informing interventions to develop, implement and subsequently evaluate mental health policies and legislation that focus on making mental health care accessible to poor communities (i.e., through primary care and non-health sectors). These interventions are occurring at national, provincial and district levels. Emphasis is also to be placed on mental health promotion and providing care for those who need and can least afford it. Capacity is being built in mental health research, policy making, and service planning and delivery. The first two years were allocated for the situational analysis and the remaining three years for the intervention and evaluation phase.

The four countries were selected because they represent a variety of scenarios in mental health policy development and implementation. From a practical perspective, they were also selected because they were English-speaking countries, there existed past working relationships among investigators, and because the Ministry of Health supported the project and agreed to participate as partners in the project.

Numerous partners are involved in the Research Consortium. The Consortium’s directorship, coordination and management are based in the Department of Psychiatry and Mental Health at the University of Cape Town. As this is a research project, an investigator affiliated with a university institution in each of the four African countries was identified and recruited. Two full-time research officers were recruited for each of the countries. Partnership with the Ministries of Health in all four countries was felt to be crucial in facilitating progress with the project since much of the success of the data collection and anticipated interventions requires collaboration with the Ministry of Health. In addition, the Consortium includes three “Lead” partners, with various roles. Representatives of the Department of Mental Health and Substance Dependence of the World Health Organization play a key role in providing expertise in mental health policies and legislation. Our partners at the University of Kwazulu-Natal and Human Sciences Research Council in Durban, South Africa bring forth their knowledge on district level analysis and intervention of organization mental health services. And our colleagues at the Nuffield Centre for International Health and Development, University of Leeds, together with the University of Cape Town, have taken the lead in capacity development.
Capacity Development Activities within MHaPP

Table 1. Project Timeline and Training Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milestones</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
<th>Training Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start of Project</td>
<td>August 2005</td>
<td>Training 1: Planning and Use of different data collection instruments/methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>June 2006</td>
<td>Training 2: Data collection and analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start of Data collection SSIs &amp; FGD, WHO-AIMS, Checklists</td>
<td>August 2006</td>
<td>Training 3: Analysis and write-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>November 2006</td>
<td>Capacity assessment 1: research methods and project management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of data collection</td>
<td>March 2007</td>
<td>Training 4: Academic writing, policy briefs, press releases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>April 2007</td>
<td>Capacity assessment 2: institutional assessment for intervention phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized protocol for intervention phase</td>
<td>March 2008</td>
<td>Capacity assessment 2: institutional assessment for intervention phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customized protocol for intervention phase</td>
<td>May 2008</td>
<td>Capacity assessment 2: institutional assessment for intervention phase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Training activities for the project are presented in Table 1. We have run four training sessions and two capacity assessments thus far. In June 2006, a five-day workshop was held which focused on introduction to, and training in, the data collection instruments to be used to prepare for the data collection phase which commenced on August 1, 2006. Data collection instruments included the World Health Organization’s Assessment Instrument for Mental Health Systems (WHO-AIMS) Version 2.2 (WHO, 2005) which assesses key components of a mental health system and thereby provides essential information to strengthen mental health systems. WHO Checklist for Mental Health Legislation and the WHO Checklist for Mental Health Policy and Plan were also utilized to assess the content of mental health legislation, policy and plans according to a number of criteria. In addition to quantitative methods, qualitative methods were also employed to provide an understanding of the processes, underlying issues and interactions between key stakeholders in mental health policy development and implementation. Semi-structured interviews and focus group discussions were therefore also carried out. The training workshop therefore focused on exercises in all of the data collection methods, how to identify key stakeholders for interviews, time management and fieldwork scheduling, interviewing skills, facilitating skills and training on the use of the digital audio tapes and accompanying software. Additionally, introduction to document analysis, qualitative data analysis and academic writing was also presented.
In November 2006, a two-day training workshop was held where the primary focus was on qualitative data analysis. As data collection was still ongoing at the time of the workshop, a short ‘refresher’ session was held on interviewing techniques and role play. The main focus of this workshop, however, was on translating and transcribing the data, use of the qualitative data analysis software (NVivo 7), analysis and interpretation of the data and on reporting of results.

Data collection officially ended on March 31, 2007 at which point, a five-day workshop was held in response to requests by the research officers. This workshop included in-depth sessions on qualitative data analysis, the framework approach (Lacey & Luff, 2001; Ritchie & Spencer, 1994) that was adopted for the qualitative data analysis, and on writing skills for the country report that was to be produced by October 2007. Over the course of the five days, a standardized coding framework with the flexibility to adapt to country-specific issues and a structure for writing the country reports were developed together. These were used to guide the analysis and writing phase of their work.

Once the country report was produced, the focus of the work shifted to writing various outputs including policy briefs, press releases and academic papers. As many of the research officers were unfamiliar with writing such documents, a four-day writing workshop was held in January 2008. Learning from previous workshops, a different approach was taken for this workshop. Every person participating in the workshop was expected to draft an academic paper for publication with themselves as first author. The manuscripts were to be sent to the coordinators of the workshop (Philippa Bird, Ritsuko Kakuma) one week prior to the start of the workshop so that this draft could be sent to a ‘feedback partner’. Each participant was paired with another participant to provide detailed feedback on each other’s papers. This allowed each person to have the opportunity to have their paper read, in detail, by someone as well as to give feedback on someone else’s paper. Every effort was made to match topics. The feedback partner was from one of the other countries to get an outsider’s perspective.

The topics covered in this writing workshop included: 1) approaches to writing different outputs; 2) reviewing literature and the use of Reference Manager software; 3) principles of writing (planning, writing, reviewing); 4) how to effectively read papers/assess quality of papers; and 5) providing/receiving constructive feedback. We also had an editor from the South African Medical Journal give a talk on the process of publishing a paper and what editors look for in academic papers. We protected some time every day for participants to work on their papers and we had some flexibility in the schedule to add a session upon request during the workshop. By the end of the workshop, we selected a deadline for draft two and all of the materials used, including copies of the PowerPoint presentations were provided to the participants to take home.

In addition to the various training workshops, a few capacity assessments have been carried out. In 2007, a capacity development survey was administered to all of the research officers where they were asked how comfortable they felt carrying out various tasks such as data collection, semi-structured interviews, qualitative data analysis, research coordination and management and the like. The capacity development team have also asked research officers to identify training needs. In one of the MHaPP countries, an in-depth capacity assessment was carried out during a site visit which was extremely useful. In addition to the skills necessary to carry out the research, this particular assessment focused on how well they were functioning as a team and how improvements can be made.
The MHaPP members have recently prepared the proposals for the intervention phase of the five-year project. As part of the proposal, each country was asked to also include a capacity development section where they identify training needs in implementing the intervention phase. The capacity development team will then compile the lists from all four countries and develop a plan to help meet these needs which will include online support, possible site visits, and training workshop during the annual meetings.

Ongoing remote support for the MHaPP members include monthly email correspondence and ad-hoc emails and telephone conversations with research officers to “touch base” and identify issues and needs as they emerge. For one country where there were some staff changes in early 2007, a ‘catch up’ training session was held in March 2007 for two officers to bring them up-to-speed for the April 2007 workshop. We also made a site visit to one of the countries in February 2008 where additional support for preparing the country report and academic papers was found to be useful.

Through these various activities over the first three years of the project, various lessons have been learned about how best to support and help build research capacity for the members involved in the MHaPP project.

**Lessons Learned**

An important consideration from the start was that there were very different levels of research and management skills across partner institutions (including both research officers as well as principle investigators). There were also significant differences in access to resources and technical assistance (onsite and online). The university libraries have different levels of access to academic journals and different access to software. Internet access also varied across sites, with some rural areas having very slow or inconsistent connections which made it difficult for some to progress with their work at the same rate as those with better access to resources. MHaPP members also varied in computer skills and English language proficiency. English was not the first language for some members which meant that some members required more time to produce reports than others. Also, it is important to keep in mind that there may be staff changes over the course of the project and that the learning that occurs from the training sessions are passed on to the next person.

Taking from the experience of the MHaPP, the workshops that worked well were those that involved active participation of all of the participants. For example, the sessions where they role played to practice interviewing skills and developed a plan for data collection strategy were effective. Workshops requiring preparation prior to the start of the sessions, such as the writing workshop where they were required to prepare a draft paper, were successful. Also, settings where the principle investigator and the research officers work closely together and have frequent and regular contact seemed to work efficiently.

Some of the lessons learned regarding how to improve the workshops were:

- **Prepare training material to use/take home.** Providing handouts of the workshop materials, including the PowerPoint presentations, were much appreciated by the participants. These materials provide a record of what was done and allows the participants to share the information with others if they so choose. It also facilitates the transitions when there are staff changes within the research group.

- **Encourage discussions.** We found that workshops worked better when the presentations were minimal and discussions among participants (among everyone or in small groups)
were encouraged. The opportunity to share experiences across countries, in particular, made for very enriching discussions.

- **Protect time for in-depth discussion.** We found that it is also very important to protect time for in-depth discussions. In some of the past workshops, there was not enough time to properly discuss some important issues, such as the details of the data analysis methods. The open-spaces in the writing workshop allowed some flexibility in addressing issues that arose during the course of the workshop and modify schedules to ensure that they were addressed.

- **Tailor the workshop as much as possible.** We also learned that to maximize participation, we should make the sessions applicable to them as much as possible. Highlighting previous work of MHaPP members and using examples of work done by MHaPP members made it easier for participants to relate to the topic at hand.

- **Participants should be Invested.** And as was the case with the writing workshop, each person should be invested in the workshop, with clear expected outcomes at end of the workshop and a plan for follow up, if applicable.

Some overall lessons learned to ensure good working relationships and to help support research capacity are the following:

- **Building a trusting working relationship takes time but is critical.** Be open-minded and acknowledge that people work differently, particularly across different cultures.

- **Focus on the needs of both research officers and principle investigators.** Though much of the initial focus had been towards training the research officers, we found that more recently, the principle investigators (and even our Ministry of Health partners) have also expressed interest in part participating in various training workshops.

- **Assess both individual- and team/institution-capacity.**

- **Explore more effective methods for inter-country communication and support.**

- **Needs should be identified by research officers and principle investigators as much as possible.** We should not assume, however, that this will happen, as it may not be in their usual practice to ask for help. Different cultures work differently in terms of the willingness of staff members to admit to not knowing how to carry out a task in the work setting. It is therefore important to be aware of this and try to find different approaches to try to identify such needs. It is also important to keep in mind that it is difficult to know what you do not know. Thus in the case of the MHaPP, the capacity development team has taken the responsibility in providing some guidance in such scenarios to identify training needs.

- **Need for capacity development budget.** It is important that sufficient budget be allocated towards capacity development activities.

Where Do We Go from Here?

We have identified a few points as our way forward to improve our support for building capacity for the intervention phase of the project.

- **Provide more active and tailored support.** Though training and support as a group has its place, we found that a much more tailored support for each country also has an important role in helping build capacity. It will be important for the capacity development team to
be able to identify and distinguish support that should be provided to the MHaPP team overall and those that are more appropriate to just part of the members.

- **Site visits.** As part of the tailored support, site visits are highly effective in identifying needs and in facilitating the identification of local resources. Site visits also allow for more time allotted to support individual members and discuss topics which may be necessary during the intervention phase.

- **One person per country.** We have also found that having one person be responsible for overseeing the needs for a country is highly useful. For example, one of the members of the Capacity Development team made a site visit to one of the countries two years ago and she has formed a very good relationship with the research officers there. Another person visited one of the other countries and also formed a trusting relationship with the research officers and can discuss openly many of the challenges they may be having with their work. Based on these experiences, we feel it is useful to appoint one person from the Capacity Development team for each country to be in regular email or telephone contact to discuss capacity and/or management issues. Any issues that need to be addressed openly can then be reported back to the rest of the team and managed accordingly, while more sensitive issues can be managed with discretion.

- **Implement online journal club** with key articles relevant to MHaPP. As one of the needs that have been identified by the MHaPP members is better understanding of quantitative research methods, we feel that one effective approach to provide support here is to implement a journal club where we can use articles that are directly relevant to the MHaPP project as example studies for discussion.

- **Identification of ‘strengths’ within each team** for sharing with others. Combining the rich collection of expertise among the MHaPP members and the concept of ‘learning by doing’, future workshops will involve sessions being facilitated by members other than the capacity development team. There are many members who have a lot to offer and therefore we will be providing opportunities for others to take on teaching roles. Since one of the goals of the Capacity Development team is to have MHaPP members get involved in building capacity within their own settings, we will also aim to provide opportunities for others to take leadership roles in capacity development activities.

- **Personal career advancement.** The MHaPP, from the very beginning, has been very supportive in promoting personal career development and has encouraged many of the research officers to undertake doctoral programmes with the opportunity to utilize the MHaPP data to carry out their dissertation. The MHaPP members have made efforts to facilitate this process as much as possible. Plans for a ‘PhD session’ where research officers can share and discuss their experiences in balancing their work and PhD time, finding funding to support their doctoral work and any other issues around individual career advancement is underway for the upcoming annual meeting in November 2008.

And finally, the Capacity Development team will be encouraging and supporting the participation of MHaPP members in local and international conferences.

Although some of the lessons may be obvious, they may be neglected because they are so obvious. This paper highlights the importance of ensuring that adequate attention be paid for capacity development activities when carrying out multi-country research projects.
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DNA on Loan: Does This Apply to the Global Health Research Context?

Laura Arbour MD, Associate Professor, UBC Medical Genetics and the Island Medical Program, University of Victoria Campus.

In May 2007, the Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR) announced the release of the *CIHR Guidelines for Health Research Involving Aboriginal People* (Canadian Institutes of Health Research). Initiated by the CIHR Institute for Aboriginal People’s Health and carried out in conjunction with the CIHR Ethics Office, these guidelines were developed by a working group of twelve people, the majority Aboriginal, who were appointed for their expertise in Aboriginal health research or Aboriginal research policy. The draft guidelines were then vetted by Elders, community representatives, and Aboriginal Health Research groups throughout Canada linked through the CIHR Aboriginal Capacity and Development Research Environments (ACADRE) networks. The extensive process took more than three years from its onset until the official release. The guidelines assure that traditional knowledge is protected, that communities have an opportunity for a participatory approach to research, that capacity building within the Aboriginal community is considered, that Aboriginal communities and individuals who participate in research are appropriately acknowledged, and that data collected is protected by on-going oversight.

A participatory approach to research is not a new concept, or necessarily considered ‘Canadian’. The approach promotes relevance of research which also serves to empower those involved. Although the term ‘participatory action research’ (PAR) was first used in the 1980s, the term ‘action research’ can be traced to the 1940s in the United States (Wallerstein & Duran, 2003) where it was used initially in a somewhat different context, promoting research involvement especially for stakeholders in education and other organizational settings. By the 1970s an expanded methodology was integrated as an ‘emancipatory’ approach. Developed more in the southern hemisphere in the 1970s in regions such as Latin America, Asia and Africa (Wallerstein & Duran, 2003), the emphasis is on empowerment and an action agenda for those in particular who may have been previously marginalized or exploited (Chambers, 1997; Hagey, 1997; Creswell, 2003). The term continues to evolve, and is now referred to, especially in the context of research involving North American Aboriginal communities as “Community Based Participatory Research (CBPR)” (Israel, Schulz, & Becker, 2001; Wallerstein & Duran, 2003). Thus, in the context of PAR or CBPR as promoted by Canadian Aboriginal communities (Inuit Tapirisat of Canada, 1993; Masuzumi & Quirk, 1993; Hagey, 1997; Macaulay, Delormier, McComber, Cross, Potvin, Paradis, Kirby, Saadhaddad, & Desrosiers, 1998; The Council of Yukon First Nations, 2000) research inquiry is not sufficient, but a participatory agenda which focuses on the needs of the community and their development is crucial to the process (Arbour & Cook, 2006). The CIHR guidelines for Aboriginal health research reflect the years of development and acceptance of a participatory approach to research in Canada and assures that health research with Aboriginal communities funded through the CIHR respects this philosophy.

Inherent to health care research is often the collection of biological samples which therefore needs to be taken into consideration in the discussion of a comprehensive approach to research protection. Should there be special considerations for biological samples obtained from Aboriginal people? Based on a series of workshops that featured International and
Canadian examples of case studies illustrating concerns about genetic research in Aboriginal communities, the CIHR Guidelines adopted the concept of “DNA on loan”. This paper will explain that concept, where it arose and argue that may also be relevant to global Indigenous health research since the concept was informed by global concerns.

In September 1996, the first International Conference on DNA Sampling and Banking was held in Montreal, Quebec. This conference was met by high profile protests by Canadian and international Indigenous people who had particular concerns about the then developing Human Genome Diversity Project (HGDP) which aimed to sample global Indigenous peoples to better understand the ancestral origins and migration patterns of people worldwide (Lyttle, 1997). Although the HGDP was anthropological research and not genetic health research, the borders of the types of research have often blurred with general Indigenous concerns of all types of genetic research. The concerns are broad, citing lack of involvement of the community in the planning of projects, insensitivity to cultural beliefs, potential stigma of research results, lack of feed-back to the community once a project is completed, commercial ownership of DNA, and overall impressions of exploitation of the communities as reasons why genetic research was and may be still unwelcome (Dodson, 1998; Wallace, 1998; Chang & Lowenthal, 2001; Cranley Glass & Kaufert, 2001; 2002; Olsen, 2002). Further concern over the potential uses of stored DNA and cell lines of Aboriginal groups for unauthorized research has been raised by high profile Aboriginal organizations (Indigenous Peoples Council on Biocoloniolism, ; Thomas). In Canada, blood drawn for arthritis research on more than 800 people of the Nuu-chah-nulth First Nations in British Columbia was instead used to establish migrational origins. In this case, anthropological research was carried out instead of the health research originally consented to (Ward, Frazier, Dew, & Paabo, 1991; Atkins, Reuffel, Roddy, Platts, Robinson, & Ward, 1998; Wiwchar, 2000; Dalton, 2002). South of the border, the Havasupai of Arizona, also brought to world attention their view of an ethical offense that was committed when blood drawn presumably for diabetes research was then used for schizophrenia and other types of population genetics research (Dalton, 2004).

Examples such as these were used as case studies for a series of consultative workshops that were held to explore widespread concerns about carrying out genetic research with Aboriginal communities. Although a total of five nationally funded workshops were held over a period of three years, two CIHR workshops explored more specifically the cultural issues surrounding use of biological samples when health research was being carried out with Aboriginal people. These were entitled, “An exploratory workshop on a tribal controlled DNA bank, part 1 and part 2”, held in Vancouver and Tofino British Columbia in August of 2001 and January of 2002. The cultural significance of ‘blood’ was discussed from a Native Hawaiian’s, a Canadian Dene First Nation’s, and a Pueblo Indian’s traditional perspective. Although the stories were different, common themes expressing the traditional, cultural and spiritual significance of ‘blood’ were integral aspects of the exploration of the biological matter. The words of Dr. Frank Dukapoo, a Native American geneticist, “To us, any part of ourselves is sacred. Scientists say it's just DNA. For an Indian, it's not just DNA, it's part of a person, it is sacred, with deep religious significance. It is part of the essence of a person.” Interview, San Francisco Chronicle, 1998 (Harry, Howard, & Shelton) illustrated the sentiment broadly.

Intertwined with the spiritual context of blood, or other biological samples, was the importance of self determination when information is derived from research involving Aboriginal people. The concept of participatory research is incomplete without the consideration of the use of biological samples. Although it has become widely accepted
that the Indigenous individual or community have the proprietary rights over data and traditional knowledge, it became apparent in our discussions that the use of DNA or other biological samples should also be considered in the same way. The concept of “DNA on Loan” extends the participatory philosophy of research carried out with Aboriginal peoples to include the biological samples. That is, as long as the biological sample is in existence the individual, family or community should to have the opportunity to participate in decisions about subsequent use. The concept counters western scientific practices of biological samples often considered by the researcher as a gift and then utilized to build archives for further research. Rather the concept requires that the ownership continues to lie with the donor. The concept does not object to stewardship by the researcher, but requires the understanding that the biological sample is ‘loaned’ for the purpose of the research. As with all other aspects of participatory research, consultation needs to accompany changes in research protocol which would now include the use of the biological samples. As long as the DNA exists, it continues to exist as a loan to the researcher.

The Canadian concept of ‘DNA on loan’ was informed by an international movement that protested against dominant culture control of the research process, and sought to assure that Indigenous people played a role in deciding what research on them should be done and how the research results would be used. This movement, imbedded into objections on ‘biopiracy’, also included the proprietary rights of traditional knowledge about land and plants, illustrated by the San Bushmen of Southern Africa who took control of a lucrative pharmaceutical company development of a traditional plant, Hoodia which has appetite suppressant and energy boosting properties (BBC News World). The success of the San Bushman to ultimately control the research and enjoy the monetary benefits that arose from their traditional knowledge was presented by their lawyer at the African Human Genome initiative in Stellenbosch, South Africa in March 2003. The Canadian concept of ‘DNA on loan’ was considered in the same session on Indigenous rights over research, which was the common theme.

The importance of international Indigenous rights over research, is one with a historical, economical, traditional and cultural basis. Although Indigenous peoples around the world have varying abilities or desires to exercise their collective rights over research, globally, it is possible the concept of ‘DNA on Loan’ as adopted by the CIHR might apply.
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Andean Indigenous-Mestizo Peoples, Agro-Ecosystems & Human Health: Horticulture in Peru’s Montaro Valley

Donald C. Cole, HortiSana Huancayo; Rossana Pacheco, Armando Alfaro, Veronica Cañedo, Willy Pradel, Gordon Prain, Mary Luz Solarzano, Bronwyn Underhill

Rationale

Environment and health relationships have become an increasingly important topic for Indigenous peoples, as incursions by development forces and global climate change affect their livelihoods and their health. In 2004, participants in a United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and the United Nations (UN) Permanent Secretariat for Indigenous Peoples organized workshop recommended: “All relevant actors are urged to adopt targeted policies, programs, projects and budgets for Indigenous health problems in strong partnership with Indigenous peoples …[including as one priority area] 3) environmental degradation that adversely affects the health of Indigenous peoples, including … contamination of water and other natural resources” (Stephens, Porter, Nettleton, & Willis, 2006). Within the ecohealth research community, researchers have argued for “a special focus on Indigenous perspectives on ecosystem sustainability and health” including the publication of an issue of EcoHealth that argues that “Indigenous peoples…be respectfully included as part of the emerging ecohealth community” (Stephens, Parkes, & Chang, 2007).

Among the important areas of environment, livelihood and health relationships is that between agriculture and human health (IFPRI, 2006). Research conducted among Indigenous and Mestizo people’s in the Latin American Andes has documented substantial use of external inputs, including highly hazardous and mutagenic pesticides with results of poisonings and neurotoxicity (Sherwood, Cole, Crissman, & Paredes, 2005). Intensive horticultural operations are primarily oriented towards market sale, so small farm households tend to purchase more food resulting in more pre-school children with inadequate protein and essential vitamin intakes (Orozco, Cole, Muñoz, Altamirano, Wanigaratne, Espinosa, & Muñoz, 2007). Exemplifying the complex interactions among current agricultural production approaches, environmental degradation, and nutrition and health (Von Braun, 1997), such activity is part of a broader problem of “cultivating crisis” (Murray, 1994) and violation of human rights through inadvertent poisonings in Indigenous communities associated with highly hazardous pesticides (Rosenthal, 2003).

HortiSana Project

One way of situating the relevant input and marketing rural-urban links involved in intensive agricultural production (Von Braun, 2007) is that around metropolitan regions. These include the rural and peri-urban areas closely connected through a multitude of economic, social and ecological interactions with larger urban centers (Tacoli, 1998). In scaling up from action-research in a few communities (Sherwood et al., 2005), we decided to focus on promoting healthy horticultural systems (HortiSana) in three metropolitan regions.
Initiated in 2007 (to 2010), HortiSana’s purpose is “To shift policies, programs and practices among actors in intensive cool-weather horticultural systems towards greater sustainability, reduced environmental impacts, better livelihoods, and improved health of children, women and men constituting small farm households in the central Andes.”

The International Potato Center (CIP) has a research station in the Montaro valley and a long history of excellent collaboration with potato-producing communities (e.g. through documentation of traditional potato and tuber varieties that continue to be grown for cultural and survival reasons) (de Haan, Bonierbale, Ghislain, Núñez, & Trujillo, 2007). Increasingly, vegetable production for local, regional and national markets has displaced potato production on the valley floor. The regional government was interested in promoting horticulture, drawing on regional biodiversity and the millennial history of agriculture and trade across eco-zones (Mayer, 2002). HortiSana has built on CIP’s relationships with valley stakeholders and forged new alliances with farmer organizations, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and municipalities interested in more sustainable approaches to horticultural production.

Data Production

Initial sensitization sessions with communities and organizations were followed by group interviews and characterization workshops with community members (between about 6 to 18 people per session, most commonly women). In the latter, we sought to better understand the livelihood context of small farm households, drawing on general work on sustainable livelihoods (Scoones, 1998), recognizing their likely diversity in makeup and income streams (Bebbington, 1999; Ellis, 2000), and being sensitive to the long history of oppressive conditions that Andean Indigenous peasants have experienced but their remarkable resilience in working with and caring for the land (Mayer, 2002). We asked about links between livelihood-related information on assets and vulnerabilities to health problems experienced (Hortisana, CIP-Huancayo 2007, 2008 a&c). In two communities we supplemented the information from these sessions with interviews on dietary diversity and food security (Underhill, 2008). Finally, we held a joint session with organizational representatives and decision makers to share our preliminary findings and assess interest in different policy approaches and change options (Hortisana, CIP-Huancayo 2008b).

Preliminary Findings

Crop cultivation, livestock and daily wages were each important contributors to household income streams, followed by crafts or small business and remittances from migrant members of their extended households. Given the focus of the project, vegetables and herbs were the crops most commonly cultivated but most communities also sold some of their maize-corn and potatoes. Other crops sold were wheat, peas, and beans. Given the seasonality of most rain-fed crops, irrigated vegetable and herb production provided a more continuous stream of cash income to small farm households.

The ranking of crops for consumption was different: potato and maize-corn, traditional Indigenous crops, were by far the most important, with wheat, beans, barley, vegetables, peas, and other traditional Andean grains and tubers following. Periods of relative scarcity for potatoes varied across the communities, linked to their microclimates and access to irrigation. Maize-corn could be more easily preserved dried, while vegetables remained available all year round due to relatively continuous production. Every family ate potatoes and other traditional Andean tubers (olluco, mashua, oca) daily. As one farmer said: “Papa
es principal, si no hay papa no te llenas.” [potato is the most important, without potatoes one isn’t full]. In the two selected communities, most households produced some of the potatoes that they consumed, while fats/oils and sugars were mostly purchased. Interestingly, although Quaker Oats with milk was a common breakfast grain, many families still ate some traditional grains (e.g. quinoa and kiwicha) or roots (e.g. maca and machka) for breakfast. Overall, more “ecologic” or “organic” farmer households and conventional commercial farmers were classified as household food “secure” (FANTA scale). Poorer intermediate farmers reported mild food insecurity. Concerns about limited control over the prices received for their crops, at the same time that food prices for purchased foods were increasing meant that most households remained uncertain about future food security.

In terms of health problems (human capital), pain in the back/waist was very common, consistent with the hard physical labour, with substantial forward bending that most farmers engage in during agricultural work. Yet they also reported a more general body pain, which would also be consistent with the physical expressions of mental distress expressed by survivors of the “troubles” or politically motivated violence widespread in highland Peru into the mid-1990s (Robillard & Delfin, 2008). Stomach upsets and respiratory problems (bronchitis, asthma, and “resfrío/gripe”) were also common, as were various urinary complaints (prostatitis) and arthritis/rheumatism/osteoporosis. Participants cited particularly health impacts of pesticides, including skin rashes, headaches and diarrhea in the short term. They worried that stomach cancer, common in the region, might be linked to historical pesticide use, which included organochlorines (Arica, Yanggen, Kroschel, Forbes, & Saint Pere, 2005).

In terms of natural and physical capital, participants spoke about the small land area available for each household and the impoverished soils associated with continuous, intensive cropping. Either more fertilizer is needed or more application and care for the soil with organic matter is required, including the use of organic wastes from urban areas. The diversity of crops and other vegetation, particularly in some areas, is also a real asset in some communities. Water quality is a key concern for those communities drawing from the Montaro river because of its longstanding contamination by mining wastes further up the watershed [metal levels were sufficiently high to block exportation of artichokes irrigated with this water]. Water quantity is also a challenge for those not part of irrigation organizations, particularly with decreasing tree cover and more erratic rain fall, although some communities have plentiful supplies of fresh stream water from the highlands. Irrigation canals are often littered with garbage, including waste pesticide containers, and are even blocked. Better management of drinking, irrigation, and waste water are also possible. Important for farmers are roads, and many complained of disrepair impacting on transport to markets.

Market conditions were mixed. Small farmers reported being discriminated against and mistreated both by middlemen and some municipal authorities. Of concern were the increasing costs and variable quality of inputs (e.g. adulterated fertilizer and pesticides).

Competition with production from other zones (Lima) with crops of better appearance, the lack of quality seed production locally [although carrot seed replication had been piloted at the local research station] and limited access to credit because of unclear land title were all viewed as constraints. On the other hand, some farmers noted the increasing demand for “healthy” produce, the growth of “bioferias” or organic markets promoted by NGOs and municipalities, and the stability possible in “ecologic” agriculture, which requires fewer purchased inputs and appears to obtain more stable sale prices.
At the policy workshop, stakeholders spoke to some key concepts that are important for moving the horticultural system in the region towards healthy and sustainable ideals (HortiSana, CIP-Huancayo 2008b). Although native or traditional crops may be less preferred by city consumers, they emphasized their cultural, nutritional and ecological value, in keeping with other work by global health research teams on food diversity linked to ancestral Indigenous food traditions (Kuhnlein, 2008). Stakeholders argued the importance of retaining the customs and values associated with use of traditional foods, for both producers and consumers. They also make reference to the ideal of greater food sovereignty arguing that “much of the needed inputs for healthy production are present in our region (quality seeds, organic wastes and fertilizers, knowledge among NGOs and farmers) so it isn’t necessary to seek out artificial inputs, transgenic seeds, or the like but rather take advantage of what we have ourselves”.

Directions

In addition to developing indicators of healthy and sustainable horticultural production with partners and communities, using these data, existing secondary data and survey results (analysis underway), we are implementing interventions that earlier work has shown can bring about changes. Farmers, agricultural extension agents, health professionals, and municipal actors can work together to generate useful information, learned from each other and jointly plan interventions (Orozco & Cole, 2006). Community based interventions, including women’s groups and farmer field schools (FFS), have resulted in greater agro-ecosystem understanding (Sherwood, Nelson, Thiele, & Ortiz, 2000; Sherwood et al., 2005), better pesticide-related practices (Thiele, 1998), and a reduction of pesticide use with significant improvements in farm member health and family recognition of better social relations and healthier crops (Cole, Sherwood, Paredes, Sanin, Chrissman, Espinosa, & Muñoz, 2007).
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Assessing the Quality of Indigenous Community Life

Kimberly A. Scott, Kishk Anaquot Health Research

Introduction

This work is open ended and exploratory in nature, an appreciative inquiry that seeks promise in First Nations communities; whatever makes them most alive, most effective, and most constructively capable in human, ecological and economic terms. The primary intent is to generate hypotheses, questions and guide future research that will strengthen First Nation’s capacity to apprehend, anticipate, and heighten positive potential in a way that inspires imagination and discovery rather than spiraling diagnosis.

The inquiry is focused primarily on the perspectives of a purposeful sample of recognized and respected First Nation’s leadership from a variety of regions and professional backgrounds regarding what they consider to be ‘successful’ community. ‘Successful community’ is defined as a collection of people in social relationship with one another or with some basis of commonality that attain their desired outcomes whatever those outcomes might be. Adapted from the international healthy cities/healthy communities movement a ‘successful community’ might also be envisioned as:

“... one that is continually creating and improving those physical and social environments and strengthening those community resources which enable people to mutually support each other in performing all the functions of life and achieving their maximum potential.” (Hancock, 1993)

Thus, implicit in this definition is the emphasis on process. In other words, a ‘successful community’ may not necessarily be one with the highest incomes or health status but one that is conscious of health and wealth, that is continually striving to be healthier and wealthier and takes health and wealth into account when making decisions or policy at the local level.

It is clear that much has been written about measuring the quality of human life or well-being. The intent of this work is not to duplicate or summarize these efforts but to cull through material deemed most relevant to an emerging conceptual framework for the assessment of the quality of Indigenous community life. Before introducing an emerging conceptual framework for the measurement of the quality of Indigenous community life, it is important to note that First Nations communities have been idealized as homogeneous sites of social consensus when in reality they have the same degree of plurality as any other community. Their notions of success, much like everything else varies. Therefore, these broad categories must be taken in stride, adapted and used with the intent of further exploration and refinement based upon unique regional or community priorities. From our interviews with this selected sample of Indigenous leadership, three major themes emerged.

Relationship - the extent to which individuals and groups engage in social action that recognizes their roles and responsibilities to each other, the family, group or society. Successful community living meant that individual obligations to provide, nurture, teach, guard, create or guide were being fulfilled by those charged with such roles. Relationship with the natural world was included here.
**Institutional completeness** - this term refers to systems and processes both *formal* and *informal* created to meet human needs for survival and expression. Responses under this category most commonly referred to localized access to goods and services as well as the quality or functioning of such systems.

**Leadership** - the ability of an individual or governing body to influence, motivate, and enable others to contribute toward the efficacy and success of the group to which they are members.

These categories should not be construed as mutually exclusive because families and governance structures could arguably be ‘institutions’ and from a First Nation’s world view, both institutions and governance structures are manifestations of relationship.

In any case, several points of convergence between this purposeful sample of Indigenous leadership and the literature are clear. The extent to which individuals and groups engage in social action that recognizes their roles and responsibilities to each other, the family, group or society appears fundamental. Successful communities mobilize and maximize individual strengths, enjoy collaborative and cohesive environments where human needs are acknowledged openly and addressed appropriately and they have strong community identity, pride, agency and family functioning. Their systems and processes or ‘institutions’, both *formal* and *informal*, were locally accessible, high functioning and “owned” (based in/ controlled and supported) by community. They enjoy a stable and strong economic base or movement towards developing one and cultural strength is guarded and obvious through a variety of means including but not limited to an integrated approach to community issues. In addition, their governance structure *meaningfully* engages community members in the development and implementation of an internal agenda in a way that motivates and enables contributions toward the efficacy and sustainable success of the collective. (Scott, 1998)

Given this conceptual framework, it becomes possible to generate indices that will be framed, not from the deficit and dependence paradigm that characterizes abstract and aggregate data that currently ‘takes the pulse’ of Indigenous community life, but from an appreciative perspective.

**The Long and Winding Road of Measuring ‘Success’**

Over the span of decades, many global efforts have attempted to assess the quality of human life. The Human Development Index is one example of a widely recognized tool and the World Health Organization’s healthy cities and communities movement has generated many other indices of relevance to the quality of collectives. With specific reference to Indigenous community, the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues has identified two main core themes for indicators of well being with a variety of sub-themes replicated in Table 1.
### Table 1. United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues Indicators of Well-Being (Salée, 2006)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Identity, Land and Ways of Living</strong></th>
<th>Maintenance and development of traditional knowledge, cultural expressions and practices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use and inter-generational transmission of indigenous languages; support of, and access to, bilingual, mother tongue, and culturally appropriate education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ownership, access, use, permanent sovereignty of lands, territories, natural resources, waters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health of communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health of ecosystems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Demographics - more specifically patterns of migration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Indigenous rights to and perspectives on development</strong></th>
<th>Indigenous governance and management systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Free, prior, informed consent, full participation and self-determination in all matters affecting Indigenous peoples well being</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Degree of implementation or compliance with international standards and agreements relating to Indigenous peoples rights: Nation-to-Nation Treaties between states and Indigenous peoples, IOL 169, UN Draft Declaration on the rights of Indigenous Peoples, and relevant UN human rights and other instruments recommendations by relevant international monitoring bodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Government funding for Indigenous peoples’ programs and services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Domestically, the Assembly of First Nations has developed a holistic policy and planning model upon which they have explored a variety of indices related to health. Similarly, many departmental efforts of both Indian and Northern Affairs Canada as well as Health Canada have tracked the quality of life in First Nations communities. Recent advances in Canada include the development of the Aboriginal Community Well-being Index (CWBI) which takes advantage of conveniently available data and represents the first and most rigorous effort to use data comparable to the United Nation’s Human Development Index (HDI)² (UN, 2006). Such dis-aggregated, comparable and standardized data is an enormously important vehicle for revealing alarming inequities. Still, the CWBI focuses primarily on individual educational attainment, life expectancy and income and while it is true that communities are collections of individuals, they are also much more.

### Examining the Individual in Context

Communities or societies form systems or institutions and their collective actions create opportunities that individuals alone could not. While individually focused indicators are useful, they cannot capture the extent of communal values or civic participation and most typically collected statistics (e.g., labour force participation) often overlook Indigenous means of social inclusion such as participation and sharing within subsistence and mixed
economies. Similarly, there is a vast body of population health literature with volumes of compelling evidence to suggest that risk for a variety of ‘quality of life’ indices is related to socially structured environments. Therefore, in combination with the CWBI and its individually focused indices, there is merit to considering the individual in context where important contemporary colonial and contextual influences (e.g., the role of economics, environment and gender relations) could become more visible.

In fact, examination of the individual in context is more consistent and fitting with First Nations world views: While remedial intervention may save a life, it rarely changes it. No matter how well designed and effective clinical and programmatic efforts are in the short term, environmental factors have enormous power to override gains prompting many to view the individual in context as the only appropriate focus of intervention and analysis (Kessen, 1978; Kirmayer, Simpson, Cargo, 2003; Haime, Searles, Usher, Myers & Frechette, 2004). After all, individuals develop in “niches” (Harkness & Super, 1996) and evidence strongly points to variation in individual risk between Canadian Indigenous communities (Super & Harkness, 1986; Cooper, Karlberg, & Pelletier Adams, 1992; Willms, 2002). Examination of the individual in community ensures that the inherent weaknesses of a singular analytic focus (either clinical or social) are cancelled (Chandler & Lalone, 1998) and many conveniently available databases within Canada (e.g., Aboriginal Peoples Survey and the Regional Health Surveys as well as environmental health data from Health Canada) could be used to advance this trans-theoretical lens.

Glaring omissions in historical measures of quality of life become clear when we take into consideration the essence of the collective. While there is merit to the use of classical epidemiology and gross domestic product to track social conditions, neither takes into consideration the essence of community life. In Canada, perhaps the most valuable work, albeit not systematically collected or readily available either nationally or regionally, would be the work of Javier Mignone and John O’Neil in measuring social capital in First Nation’s community. The measurement of social capital (or capacity) is an obvious index of the extent to which there is a collaborative and cohesive environment or relatedness and a whole realm of life’s qualities not captured in typical population health statistics or measures of social condition would become apparent and accessible.

“. . ., it is necessary to look beyond the usual spectrum of indicators found in standard development studies to find indicators that treat living conditions as a combination of material and symbolic factors, e.g., the means of making a living and the means of making a meaningful life. As a heuristic concept, social cohesion encompasses these two factors, access to making a living and access to a meaningful life.” (Emphasis added) (Sloat & Willms, 2000)

The multiplicity of perspectives and priorities in measuring quality of life as well as the scatter of conceptual levels and the unexpectedly weak relationship between objective and subjective measures of success are just a few of the salient challenges of this work. For example, those communities identified as successful by First Nation’s leadership consulted did not always correspond to those considered successful by the CWBI probably because many variables not captured by aggregate data contribute substantially to perceived quality of life. While it is clear that most assessment tools and conceptual models take economy into consideration, albeit in very different ways, most do not take into account the proximity to natural resources, the extent to which there is a resistance to natural resource extraction, geographic remoteness or the experience of economic depression all very powerful variables in influencing Indigenous economies (DuHaime, Searles, Usher, Myers, & Frechette, 2004).
Similarly conceptual models or tools related to Indigenous community uniformly and uniquely take culture and language into consideration and most have a focus on gender that is absent in tools of more general application.

“Mainstream statistical and accounting measures of success have proven powerful drivers of public policy. . . . However, they have also been insufficiently respectful of Aboriginal values, the aspirations and needs of communities . . . and the particular contributions of Aboriginal women. Indicators of cultural sustainability, for example, find no place in mainstream indicators.”

Therefore, the need for a new trans-theoretical lens upon the individual in the context of community is unmistakable. A combination of tools and perspectives is necessary so that the inherent weaknesses of either a clinical (i.e., individually focused) or structural (i.e., social) measurement strategy are cancelled. While vast differences in circumstance and health outcomes between First Nations’ communities prevail, the influence of those circumstances remain unclear particularly as they relate to the quantity and quality of local systems and processes that support human survival, expression and sound leadership.

Concluding Remarks

This discussion is neither final or proscriptive: it is a catalyst to an appreciative approach to assessing the quality of Indigenous community life. The intent is raise the prominence of often over looked areas of social cohesion, cultural vibrancy, ecological integrity and governance that can have a profound impact on individuals. It is intended to challenge historical approaches that reinforce ill fitting world views and render invisible the contributions of sustainable practices, women and local leadership. It is clear that both objective and subjective indices are needed to understand the quality of community life. Beyond employment and income, communities must also find meaning, purpose and fulfillment (Findlay, & Wuttunee, 2007) all constructs less easily quantified. While the business and exploration of measuring ‘success’ in First Nations communities will continue to be challenged by varying priorities and little consensus, the inclusion of social capacity, relatedness, institutional completeness and quality as well as leadership can no longer be ignored. At last, if decisions about what to measure are value based, it is time to consider a strengths based, culturally cogent Indigenous framework.
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1 The following list of publications were consulted during the first phase of this work where the conceptual framework including relationships, institutions and leadership emerged.


2 The Human Development Index (HDI) is a comparative measure of life expectancy, literacy, education, and standard of living for countries worldwide. It is a standard means of measuring well-being, especially child welfare. It is used to determine and indicate whether a country is a developed, developing, or underdeveloped country and also to measure the impact of economic policies on quality of life. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_Development_Index.

3 Human Resources and Development Canada undertook a large scale study called Understanding the Early Years that collected detailed community context data that was linked to the National Longitudinal Survey of Children and Youth to determine how the social environment affects development.

4 The tools and conceptual models reviewed in this work included the following list where the first nine items (A-I) are of general application in measuring the quality of life and the remaining items (J-P in bold) were conceptual models or tools used specifically in or considered specifically for the Indigenous context.

A: Human Development Index
B. Weighted Index of Social Progress
C. Quality of Life Index
D. Prescott-Allen’s Indices of the Well-being of Nations
E. Conference Board of Canada’s Quality of life Scorecard
F. Genuine Progress Indicator
G. Fordham Index of Social Health
H. Fraser Institute Index of Living Standards
I. Ontario Social Development Quality of Life Index
J. Index of Relative Indigenous Socio-economic Disadvantage
K. Regional Health Survey - National Aboriginal Health Organization

M. UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues - Indicators of Well-being


O. Aboriginal People's Survey - Statistics Canada

P. Assembly of First Nations Wholistic Indicators
Tackling Inequities in Health: Lessons from the Work of the Regional Network on Equity in Health in East and Southern Africa

Moses Mulumba, Steering Committee Member, 
The Regional Network for Equity in Health In East and Southern Africa

Introduction

The terms ‘health inequalities’ and ‘health inequities’ are both used in the research and policy literature, and both refer to the unfair or unjust nature of health differences between social groups, generated by social conditions. (Farrell, 2008). The regional network for Equity in Health in East and Southern Africa (EQUINET) has defined equity in health to imply addressing differences in health status that are unnecessary, avoidable and unfair. (EQUINET, 1998) In East and Southern African countries these typically relate to disparities across racial groups, rural/urban status, socio-economic status, gender, age and geographical region.

EQUINET is a network of professionals, civil society members, policy makers, state officials and others within the region who come together as an equity catalyst, to promote and realise shared values of equity and social justice in health (See, www.equinetafrica.org). EQUINET is primarily concerned with equity motivated interventions that seek to allocate resources preferentially to those with the worst health status (vertical equity). It seeks to understand and influence the redistribution of social and economic resources for equity oriented interventions, EQUINET also seeks to understand and inform the power and ability people (and social groups) have to make choices over health inputs and their capacity to use these choices towards health.

To address the inequities in the region, much of the work has aimed at shaping, informing and supporting the development and implementation of policy measures and capacities to revitalise, build and consolidate national health systems. This was based on the understanding that the health systems which are based on principles of universality, comprehensiveness and solidarity, centered on a strong state and public sector in health, organised around the active participation and involvement of communities within a democratic system and delivering on the social right to health effectively tackle the inequities in health.

Health Inequities in East and Southern Africa (ESA)

As it has been rightly observed, health is not just the outcome of genetic or biological processes but is also influenced by the social and economic conditions in which we live. (Farrell, 2008) Thus, inequalities in social conditions give rise to unequal and unjust health outcomes for different social groups which is then reflected at the country, regional and global level. The region of East and Southern Africa, is a region of significant inequality which can be attributed to various reasons including but not limited to the historical setup of countries in this region, economical, social and political factors. In some countries for
instance, the richest tenth of people are 30 times wealthier than the poorest tenth. A child born to a low income household in Mozambique has a ten times greater chance of dying before their first birthday than one born to a middle class family in neighbouring Zimbabwe. The same poor child has a significantly lower chance of having safe water supplies, a healthy diet or access to health services for immunization or treatment of basic diseases than her wealthier counterpart. (EQUINET, 2000)

In an attempt to address these inequalities in the health sectors of the region, EQUINET implements work in a number of areas identified as central to health equity in the region. These areas include:

- Public health impacts of macroeconomic and trade policies;
- Poverty, deprivation and health equity and household resources for health; Health rights as a driving force for health equity;
- Health financing and integration of deprivation into health resource allocation;
- Public-private mix and subsidies in health systems;
- Distribution and migration of health personnel;
- Equity oriented health systems responses to HIV/AIDS and treatment access;
- Governance and participation in health systems; and
- Monitoring health equity and supporting evidence led policy.

Through these programs of work, it has been observed that in a situation of avoidable disparities in health status, equity motivated interventions can both seek to ensure equivalence in health inputs between those whose needs are the same (horizontal equity), or differences in inputs in those whose needs are different (vertical equity). The latter has been identified in recent years as a particularly important principle for resource allocations, requiring that resources are preferentially allocated to those with the worst health status. In relation to health care financing, equity considerations demand that contributions be linked to income levels, with higher income groups contributing more than those on lower incomes. (EQUINET, 2000)

In 2006/7 the EQUINET SC synthesized evidence, experience and views in the work, publications on and from the East and Southern Africa, formal and government data, testimonials, policy statements, and compiled an analysis of the challenges and approaches to strengthening equity in health in the region. (EQUINET, 2007) This work was done in seven parts. Part one was on the progress of health and it traces the sources of inequalities in health within and between communities and countries in the region, analyzing links between poverty, inequality and health. The second part was on reclaiming the economic resources for health and it maps the outflow or resources from Africa, the consequences and the options to address outflows in areas such as food security and access to medicines.

The third part looked at building universal, comprehensive people centered health system. It shows the ways in which systems can make a difference, particularly for those with great health needs, and presents lessons learned from primary health care and from the roll-out of prevention and treatment for HIV/AIDS. The fourth part looks at fair financing of health systems under which it explores options for increasing the resources for health systems and for over coming barriers to services for people with the greatest need. Part five looks
at one of the critical areas for health systems in the region which is valuing and reclaiming investments in health workers. This part outlines the outflow of health workers from vital health services and discusses the policies and measures to involve, value and retain health workers in the regions.

The sixth part looks at organizing people-centered health system and it points to the many ways health systems can act to empower people, stimulate social action and build alliances to promote equity-oriented health systems. The last part looks at taking action to reclaim the resources for health and it summarizes the policy message presented and proposes targets and indicators to signal progress in key dimensions of health equity and towards meeting regional and global commitments.

The evidence in the analysis points to three ways in which reclaiming the resources for health can strengthen health equity. First, it points to the fact that the poor people should claim a greater share of national resources to improve their health. Second there is need for a more just return for east and southern African countries from the global economy and lastly that a larger share of global and national resources should be invested in redistributive health systems to overcome the impoverishing effects of ill health. (EQUINET, 2007)

**Lessons from the Work in ESA Region**

The question of health equity is a critical issue in almost all societies both in the developing and developed worlds. It has been observed that within the countries of Europe, there are many examples of systematic differences in health between different social groups. In all European countries most disadvantaged groups have worse health and higher mortality. (Whitehead, 2007) This manifests itself in large differences in life expectancy between the extremes of the social scale. In Scotland, for instance, a baby born in the most disadvantaged neighbourhood in Glasgow can expect to live ten fewer years than a baby living in the most affluent neighbourhood (Acheson, 1998).

The Russian Federation had a drastic, indeed unprecedented, deterioration in life expectancy after the economic and political shocks of the early 1990s. (Whitehead, 2007) This deterioration did not affect all segments of the population equally. The hardest hit were the least educated groups. In fact, between 1990 and 1994, the chances of survival for men from groups with lower levels of education were poorer than in the 1970s and 1980s. Mortality rates among people with a university education, however, were closer to mortality rates for general western populations (Shkolnikov, Field, & Andreev, 2001).

In Canada, health inequality seems to be persistent in the First Nations communities. For instance, it is reported that based on the list of comparable health status indicators approved by the Conference of Deputy Ministers of Health in 2004, the health of Aboriginal people is well below that of the rest of Canadians. (Health Council of Canada, 2005) It is indicated that: Life expectancy for First Nations and Inuit is lower compared to their Canadian counterparts at the national, provincial and territorial level, it is also indicated that First Nations' infant mortality rates are higher compared to national and provincial rates and are even higher for the Inuit in Nunavik, Nunavut and the Northwest Territories. (Health Council of Canada, 2005) All these are signs of health inequality in a country.
It is probably true that the conditions in the East and South African Region are different from those of the developed countries such as Canada but it is also apparent that societies in both these regions are merged with health inequalities which need to be addressed. Therefore from the analysis done by EQUINET, the following could be lessons for other countries tackling health inequalities:

- Make policy and analysis links across household, national and global level, and across economic, health system and social factors;
- Make visible the health experience of marginalised groups and the strategies for overcoming exclusion;
- Beyond poverty, examine the extent and drivers of inequality and how these can be countered, to mobilise social action;
- Monitor policy commitments and local conditions to promote accountability;
- Promote social empowerment, including through Participatory approaches;
- Share evidence on positive practice that has equity gain to motivate activism, founded on social rights and Primary Health Care oriented policies.
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Indigenous Peoples’ Food Systems: Foundations of Health in Cultures and Ecosystems

Harriet V. Kuhnlein, Ph.D., Chief Bill Erasmus, and Research Partners in the CINE Global Health Food Systems Project

This presentation and its summary were adapted from a report to the Second Conference on Health and Biodiversity held in Galway, Ireland, February 26, 2008.

Introduction and Context

At the center of Ingano (Colombia) worldview, is the vision that nature, culture, and health are intertwined for a complete daily life. (Correal, Zuluaga, Madrigal, Caicedo, & Plotkin, in press). Throughout the world cultures of Indigenous Peoples recognize that the natural environment which provides food and other essential materials of life are part of identity and well-being. There is desperation at environmental threats and loss of food resources integral to culture, and this cry is echoed by elders, leaders and youth for rights and access to their land and knowledge and ability to make full use of these food resources.

Indigenous Peoples in their home territories in rural regions in the world have food resources from both locally available traditional foods and purchased industrialized foods, but the relative proportions of these two components vary widely (Kuhnlein & Receveur, 1996). It is generally recognized that the shift from a diet entirely of local food derived within Indigenous cultures to one derived from markets is associated with a rise in nutritionally-related chronic diseases (Uauy, Albala, & Kain, 2001; Kuhnlein, Receveur, Soueida, & Egeland, 2004) as well as increased household expenditures among income-poor families (Hall & Patrinos, 2005). It is therefore prudent for Indigenous Peoples to recognize the many values of their local food systems, to work for their protection, and to maximize their use for provision of food security and health. This helps to ensure their resources not only for themselves, but also for global knowledge on the values of unique food systems for health. The Centre for Indigenous Peoples’ Nutrition and Environment (CINE) of McGill University has conducted research for more than 15 years on issues related to Indigenous Peoples’ food systems. This paper is a capsule of recent activities.

Indigenous Peoples’ food system research is popular with communities. It makes sense, and shows how grounding in ecosystems and cultural values resonates with community members to “don’t forget who you are, and where you come from.” Food touches the physical, mental, emotional and spiritual aspects of individuals and communities, and creates a meaningful, if not profound, connection to indigeneity. CINE’s work has proven successful because it benefits the people directly involved and has links to a key element of self-determination—that of food sovereignty.

Efforts toward maximizing the use of local food systems of Indigenous Peoples and recognizing their values fit well within the Millennium Development Goals of the United Nations (UN, 2008). Major UN initiatives related to food systems are highlighted in the United Nations system with the International Decades of the World’s Indigenous Peoples, and the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNPFII, 2008). The International Union of Nutritional Sciences (IUNS) has a Task Force on Indigenous Peoples’ Food Systems and Nutrition (IUNS, 2008), and the United Nations System Standing Committee
on Nutrition (SCN) Working Group on Nutrition Ethics and Human Rights has an ad hoc Task Force on Indigenous Peoples and the Right to Food (SCN, 2008). The World Food Summit Plan of Action derived a working definition of food and nutrition security and the United Nations Human Rights Commission (UNHCR) identified the human right to adequate food – both which clarify that access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food is essential to meet dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life. “Access” is defined as having adequate food that is available in quantity and quality, acceptable within culture, and accessible in ways that are environmentally sustainable (FAO, 1996; 2006).

This presentation gives focus to the perspectives of Indigenous Peoples on their food systems, with emphasis on universal cultural attributes and ecosystems challenges driving concerns for declining use of these resources. Data were reviewed from several studies conducted with 44 communities in three cultures of Arctic Canadian Indigenous Peoples and with 12 cultures in nine countries where research is ongoing under the auspices of the IUNS Task Force. In all cases, the importance of partnership between local indigenous leaders and academic researchers has proven invaluable for generating meaningful and credible data. This research is conducted with small local communities: the Ainu (Japan), Awajun (Peru), Bhil (India), Dalit (India), Gwich’in (Canada), Igbo (Nigeria), Ingano (Colombia), Inuit (Canada), Karen (Thailand), Maasai (Kenya), Nuxalk (Canada), and Pohnpei (Micronesia).

Values Held by Indigenous Peoples for Their Food Systems

Canadian Arctic food systems have a broad diversity of wildlife animals and plants that have formed the subsistence base of these peoples for thousands of years. With dietary energy mainly in the form of animal foods, from 100-200 species are represented in current traditional knowledge. The number of species/varieties/cultivars in the local food systems of the international cultures varies greatly – from a low of 35 for Maasai in their drought-prone region of Kenya to a high of 387 for the Karen of Kanchanaburi Province in Thailand (IUNS Task Force, 2008). This diversity of food provided by local environments and used within cultures is assumed to be nutritionally complete when freely available and used wisely. Our research with many cultures of Indigenous Peoples has shown a consistency of perceptions about the value of harvest and use of locally derived food systems. These values include: being an essential part of cultural and personal identity; having food that is tasty, fresh and free of preservatives; contributions to fitness and recreation; healthy and nutritious; keeping people “in tune with nature”; saving money by families who are often poor; opportunity to express cultural values of sharing; providing respect and building pride and confidence; and contributing to the education of children in survival skills, food preparation, spirituality and patience (Kuhnlein, Receveur, & Chan, 2001; Kuhnlein, Chan, Receveur, & Egeland, 2002).

Examples of these principles are amply demonstrated from the CINE Arctic and international Indigenous Peoples’ case studies (Kuhnlein et al, 2001; IUNS Task Force, 2008). The Igbo (Nigeria) traditional process of pounding yam, and the Pohnpei (Micronesia) harvest of breadfruit by climbing trees are examples of physical activities promoting fitness. Unique healthy foods have been documented throughout the case studies; there is frequent mention of healthy animal foods and fish from the Arctic, and traditional medicines for healing by the Ainu (Japan) and Ingano (Colombia). Examples of education activities for youth and younger children are regularly presented by case study leaders. Thus, the values Indigenous Peoples hold for harvesting and using their traditional foods are clearly manifest in day-to-day activities affecting whole communities.
Transitions and Threats to Ecosystems and Food Systems

Unfortunately, the proportion of daily energy from local, cultural foods is declining in all Indigenous areas with increasingly more of daily energy from purchased market food with low nutrient density. While rural and remote Awajun (Peru) and Karen (Thailand) report close to full dietary energy (>80% of daily energy) from diverse, local traditional resources, the Maasai (Kenya) who face serious environmental deterioration from prolonged drought, with less than 10% of energy from their traditional pastoral base. Canadian Arctic peoples report a maximum of approximately 40% of dietary energy from traditionally harvested food. (Kuhnlein, Erasmus, & Spigelski, in press)

Indigenous Peoples universally report threats to ecosystems where traditional foods are harvested. Among many threats represented in our case studies are habitat destruction with the loss of wildlife animals and plants as numbers of species and numbers of individuals within species; loss of agricultural varieties; environmental insults and contaminants; encroachment of outsiders on land and resources; cash cropping and bioprospecting/piracy in traditional territories without agreement; trespassing restrictions and other restrictions on food access; climate change and global warming impacting food species; and urbanization and employment away from traditional territories where knowledge of the land promotes subsistence. Finally, a major factor is changing food acceptability for the local foods and new foods presented in markets. As noted earlier, the displacement of traditional food with poor quality purchased food is known to increase obesity, diabetes and other chronic diseases in populations of Indigenous Peoples.

Research to Understand the Importance of Indigenous Peoples’ Food Systems

Research conducted by CINE with Indigenous Peoples in the Canadian Arctic created a framework of understanding local food systems and their use. Meetings with knowledgeable community members yielded lists of the species currently known to be used for food; however detailed dietary analysis revealed that only a few key species are regularly consumed in large quantities. While many communities today average less than 20% of dietary energy from traditional food resources, using just one or more items of local traditional food significantly improves adult dietary quality for protein and a wide spectrum of micronutrients, while reducing intakes of sucrose and saturated fat (Kuhnlein et al, 2004; Kuhnlein & Receveur, 2007).

Working with Indigenous Peoples in Asia, a methodology for documenting Indigenous Peoples’ food systems was developed (www.mcgill.ca/cine/research/global) which enables communities and their academic partners to conduct the research to understand the local resources which can be used to foster health promotion intervention activities. Methods of assessing Indigenous Peoples food systems can be used to create indicators of food security and these have recently been summarized (see Kuhnlein in Tebtebba, 2008). Useful data include: the traditional food list – by species and variety/cultivar, the market food list – by access and cost; nutrient contents of these by preparation (may include need for lab analyses); species availability and access by seasons of use; species frequency of use by day-week-month-year; dietary intake data as assessed by 24 hour recall including portion sizes; considerations of different food uses by age and gender; importance of foods for infant and young child feeding; and cultural perceptions and attributes by species.

Dietary quality depends entirely on the quality of the foods that people eat, and how much of it is consumed by individuals. Quality indices can be developed using groups of foods (animal foods, fruits, vegetables, grains, etc.) and/or the underlying laboratory-derived
nutrient composition of these foods. When conducting dietary surveys with Indigenous Peoples it is important to clarify unique foods and their preparation (Kuhnlein, 2004) and species, subspecies and varieties or cultivars so that distinctions in nutrient content can be uncovered. There are limited data on species subdivided in this way, but with acknowledgement of its importance, data are being generated. Examples on the richness of these data include the diversity in composition of green leaves and wild foods in Southern Mali (Nordeide, Hatloy, Folling, Lied, & Oshaug, 1996), unique foods of tribal people in South India (Rajyalakshmi & Geervani, 1994), vitamins in the foods of Arctic Indigenous Peoples (Kuhnlein, Barthet, Farren, Falahi, Leggee, Receveur, & Berri, 2006a), and differences among cultivars of Micronesian pandanus fruit (Englberger, Aalbersberg, Fitzgerald, Marks, & Chand, 2003).

Using Indigenous Peoples’ Food System Data to Build Sustainable Health Improvement Programs

The overall hypothesis of our research program is that access to traditional food for rural Indigenous Peoples enhances dietary adequacy, nutrition and health. Our goals are to compile Indigenous Peoples’ food system data from 12 diverse ecosystems in different global regions, and to present these data in policy settings. Data from food systems of Indigenous Peoples will help in creating programs for local food promotion and protection (Kuhnlein, Erasmus, Creed-Kanashiro, Englberger, Okeke, Turner, Allen, & Bhattacharjee, 2006b). For example, it is possible to conduct community research to understand the most important local foods for women, children, and families with attention to importance by total day intake and percent of daily calories and importance by nutrients, such as vitamin C, protein, etc. It is also useful to understand how local foods may have better quality than imported foods, especially if cost estimates can be attributed to diets with local versus imported foods. Interviews by individual species can reveal cultural attributes and importance for health and total well-being, and how increasing local ecosystem food diversity increases nutrition and food security. Research of this kind is also useful to understand exposure to pollutants by species and food preparation from these species.

Perspective and Conclusions

Throughout our work, it is the people most directly involved in the research and their priorities that guide the research. Creating the food system list and understanding the forces driving change in using these foods is critical before decisions are taken to investigate nutrient contents of unique foods and patterns of harvest, preparation and dietary use. With full understanding of the values and constraints to using these foods, activities for promotion of excellent local foods can be developed with agricultural promotion and/or conservation strategies to improve community access to these important resources.

Food relates to social needs and local economies and depends on multiple dimensions of relationships to culture and environment, as well as health and well-being. With an estimated 300-500 million Indigenous Peoples speaking more than 5000 languages in 70 countries, and recognizing that each food system may contain up to 250 species of traditional food, this knowledge base is massive and phenomenal in scope, and it is a true treasure worthy of global attention. For the well-being of Indigenous Peoples as well as all humankind, protection of these food systems in all of their diversity and multiple dimensions is imperative.
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Strengthening Collective Memories & Resilience in The Peruvian Andes

Chantal Robillard, Trauma & Global Health Program, McGill University; Mauricio Delfín, Realidad Visual; Duncan Pedersen, Trauma & Global Health Program, McGill University

Studies in health and social sciences have so far highlighted the breakdown of social order in conflict affected regions as a contributing factor to the increase of interpersonal violence, abuse of women and children, and presence of trauma related disorders (Pedersen, Gamarra, Planas, & Errázuriz, 2003). The disruption of ways of living are also identified as underlying factors in the presence of alcohol and substance abuse, suicides and self-inflicted injuries, including accidents and injuries from external causes (Pedersen, 2002; 2006). Missing from this description is that although communities affected by armed conflict are indeed still facing these everyday hardships years after peace accords have been signed, they manage to continue living and to rebuild their social life. The question remains what has allowed them to do so? Instead of searching for discrete disorders leading to postwar interventions focussing on medical treatment or psychiatric counselling, we shall focus in this paper on endogenous strengths found within each community and its members allowing them to go on. More specifically, this paper wishes to 1) suggest hypothesis of the connection between resilience and efforts to maintain social cohesion as contributing to better mental health outcomes in post-conflict regions; 2) present the case study of social cohesion and modes of resilience in Andean communities affected by over two decades of organised violence and armed conflict between the Shining Path and the Peruvian State army; and 3) to recommend a post-conflict intervention program that may facilitate the development of effective, dynamic and culturally sensitive community-based health campaigns that may advance community empowerment and strengthen resilience towards recovery and coping.

Resilience and Social Cohesion on Mental Health Outcomes in Post-Conflict Regions

Recent work on trauma-related disorders suggests that not all of those who are exposed to extreme stressors will develop mental illness or post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and only a fraction will remain dysfunctional (Yehuda, 1999; Pedersen et al., 2003; Nemeroff, Bremner, Foa, Mayberg, North, & Stein, 2006). Most people exposed to traumatic events experience some acute distress but spontaneously recover (Konner, 2007; North, Kawasaki, Spitznagel, & Hong, 2004) and many will respond with resilience (Atlani & Rousseau, 2000; Agaibi & Wilson, 2005; Konner, 2007). In the last three decades, a number of related constructs such as “recovery” (Harvey, 1996), and more recently, “social cohesion” and “social capital” (Bourdieu, 1986; Putnam, 2000), or solidarity (Shalev, 2007; Silove, 2007) are featured prominently in the public health, social psychology and medical sociology literature on resilience. Resilience no longer refers only to individual competencies and adequate use of psychological (cognitive) resources to cope successfully with stressful events, but also to the mobilization of collective resources rooted in contextual parameters. Family cohesion and social support (Rutter, 1990 in Agaibi & Wilson, 2005, p. 202), as well as connection, bonding, and social interaction within a significant social network (Wilson, 1995 in Agaibi & Wilson 2005, p. 203) appear as a predictor of resilience. Furthermore, ideas of resilience seem to be grounded in core cultural values shared by a community that are persisting through adversity in response to collective suffering (Tanner, 1993). In that
sense, resilience appears to be link to social cohesion if we are to define it as the level of interdependence existing between members of a society through shared solidarity and values (Berger-Schmidt, 2000). In some Canadian Indigenous people for example, collective coping strategies such as a seasonal gathering, allowing communities to examine communally their identity, are sought to respond to social suffering (Adelson, 2000). The following case study of Andean communities will further illustrate the relationship between resilience, social cohesion and positive mental health outcomes after armed conflict.

Case study: Resilience and Social Cohesion in Andean Communities

The Quechua, an Indigenous group of Inca ancestry in the Peruvian Andes, faces a long history of racism, marginalization and structural discrimination which led at the time of the Spanish conquest to the almost extermination of their members. More recently, following the long lasting conflict between Shining Path guerrillas and the Peruvian military, an estimated 70,000 people were killed or disappeared (according to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, about 2/3 of the victims were Quechua-speaking peoples). In a survey our team previously conducted among the highland Quechua survivors, the most affected people by political violence, as measured by the presence of trauma-related disorders such as PTSD, were adults over 50, mostly women with little or no schooling, widowed or separated, and with no stable source of income (Pedersen et al., 2003; 2008). But looking closer, despite poor mental health outcomes and various decades of stigmatization and social exclusion, racism and exposure to organised violence, the highland Quechua manage to resist and cope with, and not only survive but rebuild their life and that of their communities with little external support.

Studies on the complex nature of resilience interventions among Andean children and youngsters appeal to the need to promote related dimensions inherent to their culture such as creativity, autonomy, sense of humour, optimism and persistence (Panez, 2000; Silva, 2000), counteracting current prejudice that Andean people are gloomy, pessimistic and fatalistic. Furthermore, they call for the importance of including cultural references that are meaningful to the children’s cultural identity (Panez, 2000; Silva, 2000). Stimulating creativity, fostering self-reliance, and encouraging the use of humour, may bring forward new solutions and complementary skills within children’s own potential relevant to their age, helping them in accepting their current limited resources, while promoting their autonomy (Panez, 2000; Clarkson, 2004), and therefore strengthening their resilience. In addition, Andean communities have modes of collective play and socialization which may prove useful to resilience interventions such as the use of workspace as a playground, riddles and tales told by elders and children, or music, songs and dances during agricultural, religious or community festivities performed by children and youth (Ochoa Rojas, Azurza, & Cervantes, 2000; Panez, 2000b). But these resilience and coping strategies were seriously disrupted during the 1980s and 1990s by persistent exposure to extreme violence and terror inflicted by Shining Path in conflict with the Peruvian state army led by an autocratic, repressive and corrupted regime (Delfín, 2006).

The following proposed program wishes to promote the importance of building upon these cultural-specific modes of resilience and coping with adversity by bringing together the contribution of different members of the community to reinforce affected communities’ collective coping strategies as well as to strengthen children and youths’ social cohesion. Such program not only aim at strengthening local capacities in line with locally determined priorities (Ager, 1993; Summerfield, 2000; Pedersen, 2006), but also at using culturally adapted knowledge transfer processes (Clarkson, 2004).
New Challenges in Post-Conflict Interventions

As presented in the previous case study, the use of creative and cooperative processes in clinical as well as in school settings (Webb, 2004), in populations affected by organised or structural violence, have proven to be successful in helping to cope with emotional and psychological distress. These interventions promote values serving as protective factors through involvement of history, family and community and contribute to the development of youth identity within family, community and self (Clarkson, 2004). Furthermore, they foster capacity for challenging sources of oppression by organizing collective activity that cultivates cooperation, mutual trust, and a heightened sense of responsibility and agency (Spina, 2003); in sum, promoting social cohesion between different levels of a society.

Capacity-building and empowerment programs should therefore focus on communities’ own strength in stabilization and reconciliation processes that have allowed them to go on with their everyday lives and face the future, and how these experiences may help younger generations in the consolidation of their own cultural identity. It would give these communities a sense of power, even control over their future and its meaning, allowing by the same token younger generations to participate in this renewal. By identifying narratives (life stories) of resilience, recovery and reconstruction that are meaningful to each participant and that can be transmitted to children; youths alongside with elders and adults can act as facilitators of a creative process that involves crafting these messages into a culturally appropriate medium (e.g. riddles, tales, music, dance, games, etc.) that can reach children and targeted adults in the best possible way. As a group in the process of constructing its own citizenship, it becomes crucial to promote youth active role in the construction of their community’s identity. These messages can afterwards be exchanged between communities for each to learn from each other and promote alliances.

This type of post-conflict intervention could eventually strengthen social cohesion within communities (between members of different generations) by reinforcing intergenerational interdependence through the sharing of values in adapted stories of resilience; as well as between communities (micro-regional level) by promoting solidarity and reciprocity in social relations. These processes are therefore giving to a community who have lived persecution, the agency in the re-construction of their local identity in a generational and inter-regional dialogue in order to generate a process of local and regional cultural deliberation, towards the promotion of cultural citizenship. The immediate expected outcomes would be to increase youth’s active participation in consolidating local cultural identity by strengthening citizenship and reciprocity and increasing the participation of the community in the informal education of future generations (promoting local values of recovery, resilience and reconstruction, as well as local experiences in coping with suffering and extreme adversity).

Through this vertical (inter-generational and multilevel) and horizontal (inter-personal and cross-cultural) exchanges of collective memories and experiences promoting resilience, recovery and reconstruction, we can join together community healing strategies, ensure cultural continuity, and re-define traditional roles (no longer returning to their original forms) to reach out to youth adapting to new context as well as transfer complimentary skills of resilience in children and youth (Spina, 2003; McCoy, 2007). The involvement of government health and education sectors and local NGOs, in partnership with academic and community-based resources are essential to facilitate and accelerate this recognition of community’s Indigenous rights and self determination in order to facilitate recovery and reconstruction.
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1 A previous study was conducted between 2001 and 2003 using mixed qualitative and quantitative approaches in four rural areas (Chaca, Cunya, Huaychao, Huaynacancha) and one urban marginal setting (Nueva Jerusalem) in the Peruvian highlands: Focused ethnography, semi-structured interviews (N=45); cross-sectional survey (N=373): socio-demographic, exposure to violence, social support; General Health Questionnaire (GHQ-
12); Hopkins Symptom Checklist-25 (HSCL-25); Trauma Questionnaire (derived version of Harvard Trauma Questionnaire). A 2-year intervention program followed (2003-2005). For further information on research methods, see Pedersen et al., 2008.

2 This project results from Trauma & Global Health Program members Mauricio Delfin and Chantal Robillard participation to the 4th Summer Institute (2007) of the Canadian Coalition for Global Health Research in collaboration with the Centre for Development Studies in Kerala, India. It is based upon results of previous and ongoing research (Pedersen et al. 2003; 2008) led by D. Pedersen (GHRI-Teasdale Corti Team Grant Program: www.mcgill.ca/trauma-globalhealth) at the Douglas Mental Health University Institute-McGill University, involving five research teams based in LMICs.
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A Participative Action Research Experience for Reducing Pesticide Use in Two Indigenous Communities in Ecuador

Cabarcas F., University of British Columbia, CIHR awardee, IDRC-INSP awardee Alulema R., Cuenca University, IDRC-INSP awardee

Introduction

This paper describes challenges and accomplishments of a community-based action research initiative for contributing to the reduction of pesticide effects on the environment and health of two Ecuadorian Indigenous communities. The project combines two graduate theses supported by the Canadian International Development Research Centre and the Mexican National Institute of Public Health- Ecohealth scholarship program.

Methods

In 2007, we conducted 191 household surveys, a census of agriculture warehouses, 50 interviews and laboratory analyses to detect pesticides (Carbofuran) in the irrigation channels. We also pursued an intercultural dialogue with community leaders for promoting activities for reducing pesticide-related harm.

Results

Our findings indicated poor safety in pesticide use. We also found 2.12 ppb of Carbofuran in the main irrigation channel and an average of seven per year of documented accidental pesticide poisoning in children, apparently related to migration. With community leaders, we promoted several initiatives such as the launching of a radio show on proper use of pesticides, workshops with farmers and educative videos and materials to be promoted by the warehouses, key actors for pesticide practices. Also, we collaborated with the creation of a group of farmers for commercializing pesticide-free products. Our experience indicates that local level capacity is fundamental for knowledge translation. However, challenges such as smallholdings and poor supporting policies weaken long term efforts.

Conclusion

Building on community capacity is essential for addressing challenges and developing sustainable solutions. Structural challenges such as international trade policies, land distribution and poor state support threaten long term initiatives for reducing pesticide-related harms.
Reducing Health Disparities and Promoting Equitable Access to Health Care for Aboriginal Peoples

Cameron B., King M., Martial, R., Santos Salas A., & Bourque Bearskin, L.

Abstract

This proposed research project originated from an on-going research initiative titled “Reducing Health Disparities and Promoting Equitable Access to Health Care Services for Aboriginal Peoples in Alberta” to investigate access to health care services for Aboriginal peoples from urban, rural, and inner city communities in Alberta, Canada. In line with the international component of the Reducing Health Disparities Initiative we seek to develop an international collaborative research partnership involving Canadian Aboriginal communities, Indigenous Peoples of Chile, and Canadian and Latin American scholars and health care professionals.

Under the umbrella of Indigenous research methodologies and community-based participatory research approaches, we expect to develop an international partnership with people from the Mapuche Nation in Chile. A related key outcome is to be able to act as collaborators with the Mapuche People’s ongoing mobilization to enhance their access to traditional medicine and mainstream health care services. Through a knowledge exchange process, we expect to be able to support and advance local initiatives towards enhancing the delivery of culturally safe health care practices in Chile. Working in partnership with Indigenous communities from other areas of the globe to examine and enhance culturally safe access to health care services is critical to advance our understanding of access to health care for the poor and marginalized both in local and global settings.
Exploring Protective Factors for Addictive Behaviour Among Urban Aboriginal Canadians

Cheryl Currie, M.Sc., Daniel McKennitt, B.Sc., & Cameron Wild, Ph.D.
School of Public Health, University of Alberta

Background

Urban Aboriginal people constitute one of the fastest growing segments of the Canadian population. Preliminary research suggests that they also share a disproportionate burden of addictive behaviour with serious implications for health. Currently, research is needed that examines protective factors among urban Aboriginal people. More than the inverse of risk factors, these indicators are associated with the capacity to cope successfully in the face of elevated vulnerability. Enculturation, defined as the process by which individuals identify with and participate in their traditional ethnic culture, has been established as a protective factor against suicide, alcohol dependence and mental health problems in rural First Nation and Native American communities. Presenters to the 1996 Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples identified several elements important to the cultural identities of urban Aboriginal Canadians including spirituality, language, cultural values, family and ceremonial life. Yet more than a decade later, the impact of enculturation on the health and wellbeing of Canada’s urban Aboriginal population remains unknown.

Purpose

The purpose of this project is to work in partnership with the Aboriginal community to identify cultural factors that may protect Aboriginal people from developing problems with one or more addictive behaviours (alcohol, drug, nicotine or gambling), and pilot these markers.

Methods

We assembled a 12-member Aboriginal Advisory Committee made up of key members of the Aboriginal community in Edmonton, Alberta. Together, we worked to identify specific markers of enculturation. We then piloted these markers within a convenience sample of Aboriginal post-secondary students (n = 34, 73.5% female; M age = 26.6 years, SD = 8.4; 59% First Nations, 28% Aboriginal, 21% Métis, 3% Inuit).

Findings

Within this pilot sample, there were low levels of nicotine dependence and moderate to high levels of harmful alcohol use/dependence, harmful drug use/dependence, and problem gambling. Seeking the advice or guidance of Aboriginal Elders on a regular basis and high connectedness/solidarity with the urban Aboriginal community were each associated with reduced harmful alcohol use among participants (Kendall’s tau-b’s = -.43, p = .01; -.30, p = .02, respectively). As well, high biculturalism (i.e., having a highly integrated sense of Aboriginal
and mainstream cultural identity) was associated with reduced problem gambling (Kendall’s tau-b = -.37, p = .004) and increased connectedness/solidarity with the urban Aboriginal community (t = 1.3, df = 21, p = .03).

Conclusion

These preliminary findings suggest a complex interplay between various addictive behaviours, enculturation, biculturalism, and social cohesion within the urban Aboriginal community. To further explore this area of research, this study will be replicated with a large, representative sample of urban Aboriginal adults in late 2008.
An Ecosystem Perspective of the Process of Reinfestation by Triatoma Infestans in Rural Communities of the Gran Chaco Ecoregion – Argentina, Bolivia, Paraguay

Graciela Dinardi, Consultant, Centro de Estudios de Estado y Sociedad (CEDES)
Fernando De Maio, Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Simon Fraser University

Team Research

Project Director: Ricardo Gurtler; Social Sciences Coordinator: Ignacio Llovet

Participating Institutions in Argentina

Fundación Mundo Sano- Facultad de Ciencias Exactas, Universidad de Buenos Aires – Centro de Estudios de Estado y Sociedad, CEDES.

This research is funded by IDRC, Canada, September 2007 – 2009.

Background Information

The Gran Chaco and adjacent areas extending over Bolivia, Argentina and Paraguay are hyperendemic for Chagas disease and the heart of the distribution of *Triatoma infestans*. Despite an ongoing elimination campaign, vector-mediated transmission persists in much of the Gran Chaco and insecticide resistance has recently emerged. The main control strategies of Chagas disease are based on residual spraying with pyrethroid insecticides of houses, and screening of blood donors. Environmental management and housing improvement have had a marginal role in almost all triatomine control programs, although in theory, sustainable improvement in housing should largely control infestations.

Study Area in Argentina

Municipality of Pampa del Indio, Department Libertador General San Martín, Chaco Province.


Very low educational level and health coverage, problems to access healthcare, many families depending on welfare, poor housing facilities.

General Objective

To identify sociocultural, environmental, biological, economic and institutional determinants of the domestic and peridomestic reinfestation process by *T. infestans* in rural creole (‘criollo’) and indigenous communities in the Gran Chaco region in order to build up a comprehensive control and surveillance model for Chagas disease.
Our Research Questions

What is the relative importance of peridomestic or domestic residual foci versus sylvatic foci in the process of reinfestation?

What are the causes and determinants of reinfestation?

How do cultural traits of Creole and Indigenous communities (i.e. knowledge, attitudes and practices) influence differently the process of reinfestation?

What are the mechanisms underlying the reinfestation process at the household, village and regional levels?

How can we combine standard vector control measures with modern scientific tools and multistakeholder participation to achieve more sustainable vector control?

Research to Action Plan-Preliminary steps

1. Identify actors/partners (ongoing)
2. Determine project’s research users
3. Establish mechanisms for:
   a. interaction between researchers and boundary partners
   b. knowledge sharing between researchers, policy makers and community
   c. community involvement
Mental Health and Mayan Indigenous Populations in Post War Guatemala

Paula Godoy-Paiz & Victor Lopez

Our poster focuses on the mental health needs of Mayan Indigenous populations in Guatemala, a country that was devastated by an armed internal conflict from 1960 to 1996, and continues to live its effects in the present. Of the Indigenous peoples (Maya, Garifuna, and Xinca) that make up the majority of the population of Guatemala, Mayan Indigenous peoples constitute the largest ethnic group, representing 45% of the national population. Despite representing a significant segment of the total population, Mayan Indigenous peoples, particularly those in rural areas, have the lowest health indicators in the country. Furthermore, they are faced with coping with the psycho-social consequences of the war, one of the bloodiest wars in recent Latin American history, in a context of scarce mental health resources. Our poster highlights the work being carried out, particularly as part of the Douglas Mental Health University Institute - McGill Trauma & Global Health Program (TGH), in post-war Guatemala aimed at contributing to the creation of innovative, effective, and culturally sensitive mental health programs for minimizing the mental health burden of organized violence among Indigenous peoples.
Promoting Watershed and Water Source Protection Among the Indigenous Caribs of Dominica

Karen Morrison & Martin Forde

Through the International Development Research Centre (IDRC) funded Caribbean EcoHealth Programme (CEHP), efforts are currently underway to develop a research and capacity building programme among the Indigenous Caribs of Dominica specifically related to watershed and water source protection. The proposed programme seeks to draw upon experiences from similar research efforts among Canadian and United States Indigenous communities and apply these to the Indigenous Dominican Carib communities.

Key expected outcomes are:

1. The development and distribution of learning materials on this topic
2. Knowledge and skills transfer related to watershed and water source protection
3. Identification of freshwater pathogens
4. The formulation and development of policies that ultimately improve the quality of water used by these indigenous communities.

The CEHP is a multi-disciplinary research and capacity building programme that is designed to deal with environmental and health issues, such as this one, within the English-speaking Caribbean islands. CEHP led projects are developed from a variety of perspectives, one of which is identifying and carrying out research and capacity building activities among vulnerable and minority communities. This research proposal involving the Indigenous Caribs of Dominica clearly complements this goal.
Three Generations of Mayan Women’s Perspectives on Reproductive Health

Miriam Salvador, B. Ed., Graduate Studies, Universidad de San Carlos, Guatemala
Adrienne Wiebe, PhD, School of Public Health, University of Alberta

Background
The reproductive health of Guatemalan Mayan women continues to be among the poorest in Latin America. Guatemalan Indigenous women have an average of 6.2 children while non-Indigenous women have an average of 4.4 children. Maternal mortality for Indigenous women is 240/100,000, about twice as high as non-Indigenous women. Infant mortality is 46/1,000 for the Indigenous and 40/1,000 for general population. (UNICEF, 2003)

Methods and Case Study Community
- Interviews with 60 women between the ages of 18 and 90 years of age.
- A Maya-Mam community of Comitancillo, in the western highlands of Guatemala with 50,000 people in 113 sq kilometres.
- An isolated community, with a subsistence farming base, artisan production, migratory labour, and increasing wage-labour. Education levels are improving, however, the majority remain in extreme poverty.
- Mam is spoken and cultural continuity is strong. Patrilocal, endogamous marriage patterns continue to prevail.
- Local health services include a small government health centre that provides public and community health services, but has very little capacity for treatment.

Conclusion
Guatemalan Mayan women’s reproductive health is slowly improving as their knowledge, economic circumstances, and access to health services improves. However, the continuing gap between Indigenous and non-Indigenous women’s reproductive health can only be overcome by addressing the cultural and social factors that impact health status, such as culturally-based gender roles within the family and community, spiritual and holistic perspectives on health and well-being, and survival strategies utilized in marginal communities.
Reference:

Three Generations of Mayan Women’s Perspectives on Reproductive Health

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reproductive Health Knowledge and Reproductive Role of Maya Women</th>
<th>Grandmothers 50-90 years</th>
<th>Mothers 30-50 years</th>
<th>Daughters 18-30 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Mystery of Sex” (Paul, 1974) Sexuality is a mystery; it is not talked about. Women were unprepared for the crisis of first menstruation, the wedding night, and the birth of the first baby. But each experience admits her by stages to growing awareness of female power and connection to other mature women.</td>
<td>Informal learning Increasing knowledge of physical aspects of reproductive health through health and education institutions, media, &amp; opportunities for women to gather and talk (i.e. literacy, economic projects). Social, religious, and cultural barriers still exist to women’s decision-making. Important role of women as bearers and reproducers of culture</td>
<td>Increasing Knowledge Learning from mother and in formal educational settings. “When my menstrual period arrived for the first time, my mother told me: “Don’t be shocked; this always happens to women… Before women were afraid, but now it is different, because time has advanced” Victoria, 17 Women as part Maya revival</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Birth Planning & Desired Number of Children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ave. age married: 15.5 yrs. Ave. 11 births per woman Ave. 3.2 infant deaths</th>
<th>Ave. age married: 16.7 yrs. Ave. 7.4 births per woman Ave. 1.35 infant deaths (reproductive lives not all completed)</th>
<th>Ave. age married: 18.5 yrs. Ave 2.6 births 1 infant death in 24 births (reproductive lives not completed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“All the children that God sends” In a marginal subsistence economy and a closed cultural community, all the children sent by God are accepted. “My parent’s-in-law were very angry with me because I did not have a baby right away after we were married, it took three years. My father-in-law said: well, since you do not have a baby you can do men’s work in the fields. But my mother-in-law said: if you obey me now, you will have a long life with your children and inheritance.” Josefa, 75 – married at 15 years of age</td>
<td>Spacing children for health Women think about the economic and health disadvantages of having many children, however, religious beliefs, cultural norms, and male dominance prevent most from acting. “My idea is to stay with the number of children I have now (8), but my husband doesn’t want us to use birth control… it’s a sign that I don’t love him. But that is a lie, I just want to space the children to have more materially for them… But I am secretly doing something - getting injections. I hope that I will not get pregnant during the next two years while my youngest baby is growing.” Ana 34</td>
<td>Considering limiting the number of children Women consider birth planning despite religious, male and cultural pressures. “I look around and see that many babies still die. My sister lost 3 of her 7 babies because of diarrhea, vomiting, fever. What if I only have 3 babies, maybe half will die? I have also heard that pills can cause cancer. What if I get sick and my husband no longer wants me? He suggested sterilization, but what if he decides he wants more? Then he will look for another woman. Anyway, I am a teacher and I support my children, so why is he pushing me?” Silvia, 28 – (husband has been working in the USA)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reproductive History

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prenatal care and delivery of first child with traditional midwife. After first child, preferred to deliver alone, with assistance of female relatives after the birth</th>
<th>Traditional midwives provide prenatal care and assist with childbirth. Family assists with aftercare. Rarely external support for complications.</th>
<th>Use both traditional midwives and government health centre for pre and post natal care. Delivery at home with midwife and female relatives. Transported to town 2 hrs away for childbirth complications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Promoting Evidence Based Decision-Making Using Actionable Messages on Disease Control Priorities in India: A Randomized Controlled Trial

Prabha Sati & Vijaya Laxmi Hebaare
Centre for Global Health Research, St. Michael’s Hospital, University of Toronto

Context
The Disease Control Priorities Project – India report, called “Choosing health: An Entitlement for all Indians” is in the final stages of completion. It has assembled new evidence on mortality, risk factors, cost-effectiveness, and strategies that have been customized to the Indian government plans.

The key conclusion of the report is the need to focus on the highest impact interventions so as to rapidly improve health. Dissemination of the report may lead to policies and programs which can ultimately affect health services and patient outcomes.

Objective
To ascertain whether a package of targeted health-related information to policy makers in India, will affect attitudes of district health officers, discretionary health spending or health care utilization.

Hypotheses
1. Providing information only would not suffice. Information in a summary format that is actionable, timely, which offers a feedback on performance with personal contact will improve knowledge and attitudes of the recipient.
2. Promoting synergy, across groups enhances practice and implementation which would be evident by changes of resource allocation and healthcare utilization.

Design
Cluster- randomized controlled trial using block randomization.

Methods
Distribution of a package including the report “Choosing Health: An Entitlement for all Indians”, a video and summary of the report, a district profile comparing disease burden and health system performance to the National average, and a speech in local language to the Members of Parliaments and Members of Legislative Assembly.

Results
The study will measure the impact of dissemination of Choosing Health report on decision makers and health systems at various levels.
Why are Children with Cataracts Brought Late for surgery? Qualitative Findings from Tanzania

Sylvia Shirima, Annie Bronsard & Robert Geneau

Purpose
Worldwide, at least 190,000 children are blind due to cataracts. Surgical intervention is the treatment of choice but in most developing countries the number of children with cataracts being brought to hospital for surgery has been few in number, considerably less than the burden of disease in the community. Furthermore, long delay in presentation is a major deterrent to improved visual outcome and compromises the future quality of life of children and their families. The main objective of this qualitative study was to provide a better understanding of surgical delay in the care of children with congenital or developmental cataracts.

Methods
We conducted 117 semi-structured interviews with parents or guardians of children admitted for cataract surgery at a tertiary hospital in northern Tanzania.

Results
We identified several factors influencing the treatment-seeking behaviors of parents and guardians, including gender relations within the household, local health beliefs about cataracts and cataract surgery and the ability of health care professionals in primary and secondary care settings to adequately inform parents and guardians about cataracts and cataract surgery.

Conclusions
Practical, short and medium term avenues must be explored to reduce delays of presentation. Public education, training of health workers and counseling efforts in the communities may be necessary to enable children to access services in a timely fashion.
Climate Change Impacts and Adaptations: Implications for Diet and Health

Sonia Wesche¹, Brandon Kyikavichik², Pam Tobin¹, Laurie Chan¹

¹B.C. Leadership Chair for Aboriginal Environmental Health, University of Northern British Columbia, Prince George, BC, wesche@unbc.ca
²Heritage Branch, Vuntut Gwitchin Government, Old Crow, Yukon, bkyikavichik@vgfn.net

For Indigenous groups in northern Canada, the predictable availability of and access to traditional (country) food is being challenged by changing environmental and social conditions, with implications for human health and wellbeing. The consumption of traditional food provides important nutrients, vitamins and minerals, and offsets the intake of saturated fats, sucrose and excess carbohydrates often found in store-bought alternatives. Furthermore, the harvesting, preparation and consumption of traditional food is linked to the continuity of Aboriginal identity, culture and social cohesion, important elements of wellbeing.

Recent work suggests that climate change is influencing components of traditional food security in the Arctic. Impacts include changes in the distribution, community structure, population abundance, and behaviour of animal and plant species, as well as human access to harvesting areas. In addition, economic constraints in remote Indigenous communities often limit both harvesting capacity and the ability to access substitute foods through market purchase. Food security considerations are particularly applicable to the remote, fly-in community of Old Crow, Yukon.

The Vuntut Gwitchin First Nation is collaborating with University of Northern British Columbia researchers to develop a better understanding of key environmental and social variables influencing the availability, accessibility and quality of principal traditional food resources, and to jointly develop a community adaptation plan. This is one component of a broader, interdisciplinary study of environmental change being undertaken as part of International Polar Year (2007-09).